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Abstract 
 
Date: June 4, 2008 
 
Course:  Master Thesis in International Marketing 
 
Authors: Damrong Luangaramkul and Selam Belay 
 
Tutor: Tobias Eltebrandt 
 
Title: Norrgavel Target Consumers’ Perception toward Furniture Products and 
Environmental Friendliness 
 
Introduction: This thesis deals with two subject areas; Sustainable 
marketing and Furniture marketing. There are many companies and industries that had 
combined these two areas together and had launched very successful marketing 
strategies for their products (Hoar, M & Tischner U, 2005). Yet, Norrgavel, a Swedish 
furniture firm has not promoted so much on its environmental friendly furniture. The 
reason for this is that it is uncertain about how its target consumers think of 
environmental friendly furniture. This is where this research comes in. Basically, to 
find out about its customers’ perceptions towards furniture products and 
environmental friendliness.  
 
Problem Statement: Should Norrgavel in Sweden promote the environmental 
friendliness of its furniture products to its target consumers, in order to increase sales? 
 
Purpose of Study: To find out Norrgavel target consumers’ perception in 
Sweden toward furniture products and environmental friendliness, in order to compare 
each attribute and come up with recommendations. 
 
Method: 
Primary Data: Interview with the owner of Norrgavel Västerås branch, 
and 200 questionnaires with 31 percent response rate by Mall interception. 
 
Secondary Data: Books about international marketing, furniture marketing, 
and marketing research from MDH library, Internet website search with Google, 
journals and article from MDH e-library and from Google. 
 
Conclusion & Recommendation: It is strongly recommended that Norrgavel in 
Sweden should definitely promote the environmental friendliness of its furniture 
products to its target consumers, in order to increase sales. At the same time, focusing 
on its design as its core competence and focusing on the other attributes that its target 
consumers think are important to them.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 This thesis deals with two subject areas; Sustainable marketing and 

Furniture marketing. There are many companies and industries that had combined 
these two areas together and had launched very successful marketing strategies for 
their products (Hora, M & Tischner U, 2005). Yet, Norrgavel, a Swedish furniture 
firm has not promoted so much on its environmental friendly furniture, although it 
produces its furniture with environmental friendly raw materials. The reason for this is 
that the company is uncertain about how its target consumers think of environmental 
friendly furniture (Katarina, pers. comm., 6 May). This is where this research comes 
in. Basically, to find out about its customers’ perceptions towards furniture products 
and environmental friendliness.  
  

 After choosing a research topic, a background of Norrgavel is presented 
along with a clear statement of problem and a purpose of study for this thesis. The 
purpose of this study will be conducted in order to make suggestions to Norrgavel to 
make a good strategic action. 
 

1.1 RESEARCH TOPIC  
 The research topic started by looking at the authors’ interest in aesthetic 
consumptions and the relations to sustainability issues. This idea was inspired to the 
authors based on the lecture given in the beginning of the academic year in 2007 by 
Prof. Dobers, at Mälardalen University. His article, ‘Design, lifestyles and 
sustainability - Aesthetic consumption in a world of abundance’ awoke the authors the 
way consumers should consume and how producers should produce regarding to 
sustainability issues in today reality.   
 
 However, after stages of investigations, the research started shaping and 
was narrowed down to one specific industry, in this case the furniture industry. 
Choosing furniture industry rather than other industries is mainly because furniture is 
one type of a few products that composed of natural resources (wood) as main raw 
material. Moreover, according to the preliminary investigation, furniture creates lots 
of toxication and pollutes badly to the environment during its production process 
(Home-grown and eco-friendly furniture, 2003). This issue of furniture relating to 
environment has been widely recognized in many parts of developed countries. The 
majority of furniture is a tangible consumer product rather than industrial products or 
services. This means that the authors, as researchers can apply and blend-in the 
expertise in marketing field to the sustainability issue in furniture industry mentioned 
above. 
 
 By realizing that there was a limited time, human resources, and budget 
to make a perfect research to cover on sustainability marketing in furniture industry of 
the whole world, this research then was narrowed down to shield specifically only for 
the Swedish furniture market (see Appendix I). This choice was chosen mainly 
because Sweden has the fame for being a leadership in the global market for furniture, 
as IKEA has built this image (Reeve, T 2007). According to the preliminary 
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investigation, although Sweden has a small market share of 0.8 percent in the world, 
but in terms of market value, being closed to USD10 billion is big enough to make a 
research upon it (Gobi International, 2007). As the authors were presented in the 
country of Sweden at the time of researching would give this thesis the edge of being 
more reliability than doing a research on furniture industry in any other countries. 
 

1.2 BACKGROUND of NORRGAVEL  
 Norrgavel started in 1993 by Nirvan Richter, Nirvan is an architect from 
the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm and has a degree in carpentry 
from Carl Malmstens school. The company started in Lund by selling over mail 
orders. Norrgavel now has five stores in Sweden and three more abroad; one in 
Copenhagen, Denmark, one in Sapporo, Japan, and the last one in Kildare, Ireland. 
Norrgavel’s furniture was presented for the first time in Karlskrona at the Bomässa 
(living fair). In 1994, Norrgavel opened the first store in Stockholm, an opening in the 
capital city helped the company to get a great deal of exposure from their target 
markets, which then helped to its expansions of stores in other cities of Sweden. In 
order to develop its business further, Norrgavel built its first production facility in 
Lammhult in 1995, and ending up opening another store in Lammhult the year after. 
In 1997, Norrgavel opened another store in Göteborg and another store in Malmö in 
the following year. The store in Copenhagen was opened in 2002, Sapporo in 2005 
and Västerås in 2008 (Norrgavel, 2008). 
 
 All the furniture is made in Småland and Skåne by woodworking 
facilities with experience and great knowledge. The production is completely client-
oriented, and every piece of furniture is made for specific client. The furniture is 
surfaced and assembled in Lammhults production facility. The materials used in the 
production process are ecologically friendly (Norrgavel, 2008). 
 
 Norrgavel works with natural material because of two reasons. Firstly, 
due to a great deal of respect to ecological circle. Secondly, the materials are much 
easier to work with and more beautiful, with a longer life span, and its beauty that is 
gained especially as the wood gets older.  Norrgavel looks for quality and beauty in 
the furniture it offers to its customers. The product aim is quality in physical and 
economically accessible (Norrgavel, 2008). 
 
 Due to its great contribution towards ecological circle with its 
environmental friendly products, Norrgavel holds the label of Nordic White Swan 
(Miljömärkt as an official name); this label was introduced by the Nordic Council of 
Ministers in 1989. It is the only existing multinational scheme covering Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark, Iceland and Finland. In order to gain the label, the manufacturing 
process has to undergo an environmental assessment. This environmental friendly 
symbol is available for approximately 60 products. In Sweden, the Swan label is 
managed by SIS Eco-labeling, a non-profit organization commissioned by the 
Swedish Government and parliament (Miljömärket Svanens, 2008). 
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1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT and PURPOSE of 
STUDY 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 As mentioned in the background of Norrgavel that the company uses 
environmental friendly raw materials and is certified with Miljömärket, the white 
swan eco-label. However, according to the preliminary investigations, most of the 
company’s target consumers do not even know this strength feature that the company 
has. The major reason for this is because Norrgavel does not really promote this into 
its customers’ mind. And since Bennington (2004, p.141) has claimed that an 
environmental friendly furniture company is more likely to increase its sales when 
compare with a non-environmental friendly one. Therefore, the problem statement of 
this thesis is ‘Should Norrgavel in Sweden promote the environmental friendliness 

of its furniture products to its target consumers, in order to increase sales?’ 
 

PURPOSE of STUDY 

 The whole point of promoting the strength of being an environmental 
friendly furniture company is to gain benefits from it. However, this feature would not 
be strength of Norrgavel, if its target consumers do not think that it is important to 
them. And if its target consumers do not think that this feature is important, then what 
is the point of spending time and money resources to promote it. Hence, this research 
would look at how its target consumers think about furniture products, and also what 
they think about environmental friendliness of furniture. 
 
 Moreover, this research would only look at Norrgavel customers’ 
perception in Sweden only. The perceptions of the company’s target consumers in any 
other country, besides Sweden are not the focus of this research. Also, the sales 
volume of the company is not the focus of this research, because the company has not 
taken the action of promoting this feature. This is a strategic question that only 
Norrgavel can make or not make. But until then, it is impossible to compare the sales 
volumes of before and after this environmental friendly feature is promoted.  
 
 Hence, this research mainly focuses on the target consumers’ perception, 
rather than the sales volume of the company. Then, each attribute or factor about how 
its target consumers think would be compared, in order to come up with 
recommendations to the company, and whether or not it should promote the 
environmental friendliness of their furniture products. These attributes are product 
(raw material, label/certificate, design, durable/lifespan, and instinctive marketing), 
price, promotion, place (delivery), and position (environmental friendly). 
 
 Therefore, the purpose of this study is ‘to find out Norrgavel target 

consumers’ perception in Sweden toward furniture products and environmental 

friendliness, in order to compare each attribute and come up with 

recommendations.’  
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1.4 TARGET AUDIENCE 
 The main target audience of this research is Norrgavel. Since the 
purpose of this research is to look at the perceptions of its customers, and to give 
recommendations to the company. Hence, a marketing manager or strategists of 
Norrgavel could use the results from this research to see how important environmental 
friendliness is to its target consumers and rethink about its marketing strategy that 
would fit with its Swedish target consumers’ perception. 
 
 This thesis could also benefit any other furniture companies in Sweden. 
If the companies are also offering environmental friendly furniture, they could use the 
knowledge of how furniture customers think about environmental friendly furniture to 
improve their marketing mix offerings. But if the furniture companies are not selling 
environmental friendly furniture, but planning to differentiate themselves to be 
environmental friendly furniture companies in the future, then they could use the 
knowledge from this research for their new marketing mix.    
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2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 The conceptual framework of this thesis is the combination of 
Sustainable marketing and Furniture marketing. It is done in a way that would fulfill 
the research questions of this thesis. It starts with the background of sustainability 
marketing, in which environmental friendliness dimension is under. Then, the 
segmentation and target market, follows by the marketing mix and each of its 
attributes, and ends with the position of a furniture company. 
 

2.1 SUSTAINABLE MARKETING 
 Increasing in awareness and the importance of environmental and social 
inequity across the globe has a direct impact on operating business of companies 
(Halweil, B & Mastny, L, 2004). The concept of sustainability dates back to the ideas 
first explored in 1972 at the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment 
in Stockholm, Sweden. The substance of this conference gained prominence in what 
is called the ‘1987 Brundtland report - Our common future stated in the world 
commission on environment and development in 1987.’ This report presented a 
definition of sustainable development as “development that meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs” (Bridges and Wilhelm, 2008). 
 
 Cateora, P & Ghauri, P (2005, p.467) has claimed that only a few 
decades ago, many business authors believed that the main responsibility of a 
company is to maximize its profits within the law. They also believed that if a 
company does its business other than maximizing their profits, it would be conflicted 
with interests with their shareholders. However, today, sustainable marketing became 
an integrative approach that puts equal emphasis on environmental, social equity, and 
economic/financial concerns in the development of marketing strategies (Bridges and 
Wilhelm, 2008). 
 
 Sustainable marketing emphasizes in two dimensions; either the 
environmental (green) or equity (social) dimensions (Bridges and Wilhelm, 2008). 
The differences between these two dimensions are discussed in the next section. 
 

2.1.1 DIFFERENCES between an ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY 
COMPANY and a SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY COMPANY  

 Doing a business in today’s society, a company has to go beyond profit 
maximization and self-interest. The more a company behaves responsively to the 
social, the more it will create goodwill and its positive corporate image will help its 
positioning in customers’ minds and thus leads to a competitive advantage (Cateora, P 
& Ghauri, P 2005, p.469). On the other hand, being a non-social responsive and only 
generating its own interest would lead to a major disastrous, as the case of Nike using 
child labor in the third world countries in 1996 that leads to boycotting Nike’s shoes 
(American University, 2008). Or the case of the Royal Dutch, most commonly known 
as Shell operated in Nigeria in 1993 that not only harmed the local environment, but 
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also destroyed the economics of the region for local farmers and producers that led to 
being harassed and even killed by the Federal government for organizing protests 
(American University, 2008). There are many more cases like these that led 
companies to the end. 
 
 Furthermore, being a social responsive company may not be enough for 
the 21st century. A company also has to concern about the environment under its 
operations, for example, turn off equipment when not being used, communicate by 
email rather than fax printing, search and choose suppliers who use green products 
(Ward, S 2008). A company also should not produce hazardous waste or not treating 
it properly before dumping it to the environment.  
 
 This century has been giving a great concern of environment and also 
has been called as ‘the century of environmental awareness.’ Consumers, business 
people and public administrators must now demonstrate a sense of environment 
responsibility by integrating environmental habits into individual behavior. Europe 
has been at the forefront of this environmental friendly movement with strong public 
opinion and specific legislation favoring environmentally friendly marketing, 
according to Cateora & Ghauri (2005, p.475). For instance, Germany has a strict eco-
labeling program to identify products that have a lesser impact on the environment. 
Therefore, being an environmental friendly company is not only operating its business 
that is safe to the environment, but also includes its products produce. 
  
 Simply put, the difference between a social responsiveness and an 
environmental friendly is that being a social responsiveness, a company must operate 
its business morally and ethically to the society. However, being an environmental 
friendly firm is about operating and producing products that are safe to the 
environment. Hence, being an environmental friendly company will also help a 
company to gain even more competitive advantage in the business world of today. 
 

2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY FURNITURE 
MARKETING 
 Although the concept of marketing mix, commonly known as the 4 P’s 
are applied in the furniture marketing as same as many different types of products and 
services, there are various functions of furniture marketing that are unique and 
different. This furniture marketing includes various activities performed and the 
environment in which marketer operates in the furniture industry. If a furniture 
company considers itself as a market oriented, it would have to focus on the 
combination of its marketing mix. Moreover, the marketing department would have to 
be involved in the entire process of the marketing mix (Bennington 2004, p.1). 
 
 In a country such as Sweden, consumers are free to buy or not to buy as 
they wish. This is why this conceptual framework is being conducted to find out 
Norrgavel customers’ perception toward furniture products. When talking about 
furniture products of Norrgavel, it covers the whole marketing mix, which includes 
not just product, but price, place, and promotion are also included. This conceptual 
framework also includes the concept of environmental friendliness dimension of 
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sustainable marketing, which could be used to find out its customers’ perception 
toward environmental friendly furniture. The combination of these two fields 
(environmental friendliness and furniture marketing) becomes a conceptual 
framework that could analyze Norrgavel target consumers’ perception toward the 
furniture products and environmental friendliness, which in tern could be used to 
compare among each attribute of marketing mix and then come up with 
recommendations to the company. This conceptual framework then could give an 
answer to the purpose of study of this thesis.  
 
 The framework starts with whom the company is targeting. Then, how 
its target consumers perceive on each attributes of its marketing mix would be looked 
at one by one. At the end, all of the attributes from each of the marketing mix are 
compared in terms of how customers think about them. An illustration for this 
conceptual framework is shown on the figure below (Figure 1).  
 

 
 
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework; Comparison of target consumer’s perception toward furniture 
products and environmental friendliness. 
 

2.2.1 SEGMENTATION and TARGET MARKET 

 Due to many types of residential furniture buyers, all of whom have 
widely varying needs, wants, and tastes, no one product will appeal to everyone. 
Therefore, the total market must be broken up into smaller submarkets or segments. 
The terms market segmentation is the dividing up of the overall market into smaller 
groups that have relatively similar product needs or wants. A good market segment 
should be both identifiable and describable. This means that a marketer should know 
who is within the segment and be able to identify those characteristics that make a 
person or a company a member of the segment. A good segment should also contain 
enough members so that it will be profitable for the furniture marketer (Bennington 
2004, p.129). 
 
 There are many market segments in the furniture market based on 
demographic, geographic and psychographic. Each variable has its sub-elements 
(Bennington 2004, p.130). 

Target Customers 
 

Environmental 
Friendly 

(Intended Position) 
 

Product 

Promotion  

Price 

Place 
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DEMOGRAPHIC: based on sex, income, age, family size, family life cycle stage, 
and ethnicity.  
GEOGRAPHIC: based on region, urban, suburban, rural, and population density. 
PSYCHOGRAPHIC: based on personality, activities, interests, and opinions. 
 
 The company can focus its marketing efforts on one segment or can 
group many of the segments that are similar. The similarities of each segment will be 
toward each attributes within the marketing mix. These segment or segments then 
become company’s target market. The target market can also be defined as those 
individuals most likely to purchase a firm’s products. Firms who concentrate on target 
marketing may be referred to as niche marketers because each target market is a niche 
within the larger mass market (Bennington 2004, p.131). The ultimate consumer 
market is not a mass of individuals with similar likes and dislikes who buy similar 
furniture or respond to the same marketing approaches. Rather, the consumer market 
is made up of diverse segments, each with its own unique characteristics and 
requirements. 
  
 Successful furniture marketers do not try to sell to the entire market, but 
instead focus their product offerings toward the needs of specific market segments, 
which become a company’s target markets. However, the target market must have a 
sufficient number of people with purchasing power and the willingness to buy 
(Bennington 2004, p.162). 
 

2.2.2 MARKETING MIX 

 Since the marketing era for furniture manufacturers began in the late 
70s, they began focusing on the needs of consumers and producing a product to 
satisfy those needs (Bennington 2004, p.7). Marketers of furniture firms should be 
attuned to the social environment in which they operate. Various social movements, 
such as environmental friendly furniture have affected the marketing of many 
furniture firms. 
 

PRODUCT 
 According to Kotler (2006, p.372) a product is anything that can be 
offered to a market to satisfy a want or need. Products that are marketed include 
physical goods, services, experiences, events, persons, places, properties, 
organizations, information, ad ideas. However, the attributes of the first marketing 
mix in furniture marketing focuses on raw material, label/certificate, design, and 
instinctive marketing. 
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RAW MATERIAL 
 According to Green Culture Inc., (2007), environmental friendly 
furniture products are furniture that is eco-friendly because they are made from 
recycled materials or come from renewable or sustainable resources such as 
ecologically harvested timber, and other earth friendly ingredients. This idea is also 
supported by Peattie and Crane (2005), to do environmental friendly marketing, the 
product needs to be changed from the traditional marketing practices, for example 
refocus on how the products are made and willingness to change the way how its 
material flows through product take-back and recycling.  
 

LABEL/CERTIFICATE 
 Facing all sorts of environmental problems, from global warming, 
destruction of the ozone layer and polluted rivers, to loss of biodiversity and piles of 
waste. Consumers are beginning to recognize that they can make a positive difference 
and actively help to protect the environment by buying products that inflict less 
damage upon it (EU Eco-label, 2008). Many consumer products nowadays have some 
kinds of environmental friendly labels on them. For example; Eco-Labels is a simple 
way of helping consumers to make informed choices about the products that they buy. 
The flower logo is recognized all over Europe and covers a wide range of product 
groups, making it easier to recognize quality products that are less harmful to the 
environment. 
 

DESIGN 
 “Furniture is a product that is purchased for functions as well as design 
appeal,” claimed by Bennington (2004, p.67). For example, a dresser or a closet must 
serve the purpose of providing storage space, at the same time; it must be appealed to 
consumer. So, what is design in furniture? This is a complex mix of science and art to 
make design become more competitive. This design process must create a flow of 
colliding, converging and connecting to their consumer demands (Aves, J 2007). 
  
 The product must serve its purpose as furniture in homes, at the same 
time it should be environmental friendly without compromising its design and quality, 
(Ecology America, Inc., 2008). This idea of having a good design for green products 
also supported by Natschke (2008) that home design is about eco-friendly design, 
products and implementation - focus on organic, natural, recycled and re-purposed 
products. In the past, eco-friendly or environmental friendly design could be summed 
up in three words: ugly, dowdy and boring. However, that is not the case anymore. 
Environmental friendly design has met stylish interpretation proving that earth 
friendly decor can at the same time be elegant, beautiful and exciting as well as green.  
 
 Environmental friendly products have resulted in the need for the 
furniture marketer to be more aware of the consumer in product design and quality 
(Bennington 2004, p.14). The bottom line here is that company must design and 
produce good design with high quality furniture that is harmless to the environment.  
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DURABLE AND LIFESPAN 
 Focusing on environmental friendliness challenges marketers to cope 
with the degradation issue in the ecosystems or wastes that caused by excessive 
consumptions (Fuller, 1999). Consumption is not a bad thing, because people must 
consume to survive. But consumption threatens the well-being of people and the 
environment when it becomes an end in itself. For example, the measure of the 
success of a government is the result of economic policies. The economies of mass 
consumption that were produced for many years in the 20th century are facing with a 
different challenge in 21st: to focus on a better quality of life for all, with minimal 
environmental harm (State of the World, 2004). As a consequence, an environmental 
friendly furniture company should produce furniture that are durable and have a long 
lifespan, because furniture is not a fast moving consumer products that can be easily 
degradable or recycle. 
 
 In most of developed nations, the increasing consumptions of products 
and services are not anymore to only satisfying survival needs. Instead, it is based on 
the beauty of the products, rather than its core functions.  As a consequence, design, 
branding and image became the most important factor, even though the product itself 
would not last as long (Salzer-Mörling & Strannegård, 2004). Therefore, western 
societies are becoming increasingly anesthetized leading to the fundamental issues of 
unsustainable consumptions. 
 

INSTINCTIVE MARKETING 
 According to Cutler (2006), all of furniture makers should apply 
instinctive marketing. That is a way of possess and understanding a better idea of how 
people actually use their products. For example, a sofa is more than just a sofa or a 
seating station. It is what and how people want it to be, according to situation, mood, 
fashion, function and circumstances. That is why knowing how people actually live 
with their furniture can be especially helpful in designing, building, and marketing to 
meet those needs and lifestyles. As long as most furniture retailers and manufacturers 
feel they know what is best for their customers, instead of actually knowing how they 
live, furniture sales may not reach their highest potential. 
 
 To achieve this instinctive marketing, companies must know the market 
on a minute-by-minute basis. Men and women of all sizes and types have to be tested 
for a full range of aesthetic and ergonomic issues (Aves, J 2007). Ecology America, 
Inc. (2008) uses this concept and launch a slogan of ‘Green furniture; comfort without 
consequences.’ 
 
 At the same time, instinctive marketing is also essential and needs to be 
taken into consideration when design and produce environmental friendly furniture. It 
is so because instinctive marketing is about understanding how people actually use 
their products. Hence, an environmental friendly furniture company needs to design 
and produce furniture that is not only safe to the environment, but to design and 
produce them in such a way that consumers can actually use them comfortably.  
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PRICE 
 Pricing strategy for environmental friendly furniture company is one of 
the toughest marketing mix to control. It mainly comes from the higher costs of raw 
materials. Environmental friendly wood can be magnificently expensive, whether it is 
certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) as a product of well-managed 
forests, shaped from reclaimed materials or made with least-toxic finishes and glues 
(Uscher, 2006). However, pricing needs to match with the demand side, in another 
word how much consumers are willing to pay for. Despite this high cost of raw 
materials, environmental friendly company needs to do their best to offer quality 
products at the lowest possible prices in order to be competitive in the market (In 
Style Modern Furniture, 2003). Pricing is a good combination of producing furniture 
that is environmental friendly and making profit at the same time.  
 
 Pricing in furniture industry, as in many other industries, is sensitive and 
must be set carefully. The fact that furniture industry is highly fragmented; no one 
single manufacturing company has enough market power to significantly affect its 
sales by pricing strategy alone. The right price means that the consumer will perceive 
that the product is worth the asking price, and will pay that amount of money for it 
(Bennington 2004, p.177).  
 
 Since pricing is not the only factor for the sales anymore in furniture 
industry, Wengert (2005) has supported that today quality is starting to dominate all 
other considerations, including price. With higher quality, these companies can charge 
a higher price. Therefore, spend some time on marketing, not sales. He also suggested 
not lowering the price to sell more; instead, raise the quality of your furniture. And 
when quality goes up, a company should make sure that the customers know about it, 
too. 
 
 A manufacturer should estimate consumer demand at the various price 
levels for the type and style of furniture being sold. This estimation should be based 
on factors such as income and employment, which have an impact on furniture 
purchasing. They should also support by other non-price factors in their marketing 
approach. Examples of these non-price factors are design, quality and workmanship, 
service, assortment of products or rapid delivery (Bennington 2004, p.185). 
 
 Aves (2007) also supports this non-price idea by saying that lowering 
prices will not be an available strategy for most of furniture manufacturers. More than 
ever before, these furniture manufacturers need to go beyond price to attract buyers, to 
delight their customers. Consumers are looking for better design and service from this 
intense industry. They also have places where their purchases are producing more 
pleasing aesthetics, better function and more pure pleasure. It is not all about price 
anymore. Companies that please consumers with extraordinary product and service 
earn extraordinary margins. 
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 Another perspective about pricing could be borrowed from Kotler 
(2006, p.431) as he claimed that price is the one element of the marketing mix that 
produces revenue; the other elements produce costs. Prices are perhaps the easiest 
element of the marketing program to adjust. Price also communicates to the market 
the company’s intended value positioning of its product or brand. A well-designed 
and marketed product can command a price premium and reap big profits.  
 

PROMOTION 
 Marketing communications are the means by which firms attempt to 
inform, persuade, and remind consumers directly or indirectly about the products and 
brands that they sell. It consists of advertising, sales promotion, events and 
experiences, public relations and publicity, direct marketing, and personal selling 
(Kotler 2006, p.536). Each of these is explained in more detail explicitly in furniture 
marketing promotion. 
 
 These elements within the marketing mix are to use one or more of the 
promotional tools to communicate company’s offerings and image to its target 
market. Although the promotional tools mentioned are done in different systematic, 
but they all serve the same purpose (Sustainable Furniture Council, 2008). And that 
purpose is to raise awareness of the environmental friendly issue in furniture industry. 
 

PERSONAL FURNITURE SELLING 
 The job of a salesperson is to facilitate the exchange between 
consumer’s money with the company’s furniture. Salesperson is the single most 
critical link between the buyer and seller. He/she has the responsibility to help the 
consumer make the decision to buy. They must point out how the product will help 
prospective customers satisfy their needs and solve their decorative problems. 
Through personal interaction with customer, the salesperson can receive feedback that 
is invaluable in determining what the customer likes and dislikes (Bennington 2004, 
p.194).  
 
 Personal selling is a face-to-face interaction between company’s sales 
force and its consumers, and the massages of a company can be carried through to 
match consumer needs (Hansen, 2000). This is a good way of communicating to an 
environmental friendly furniture company’s consumers that it is offering 
environmental friendly products inside its stores. 
 
 Moreover, Cutler (2005) gave an opinion about personal furniture 
selling that it can be surprisingly helpful to furniture manufacturer in order to achieve 
a greater retailing success. For sales representatives to just come to customers and 
show them some pictures and expect them to buy, that does not exist anymore. ‘That 
is not a help, that is wasting company’s time and customers’. 
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ADVERTISING 
 A key ingredient in selling furniture to consumers is advertising. It is 
probably the most noticeable of all the forms of communication with consumers. An 
advertising medium is a vehicle use to carry the message to company’s target market, 
whether through newspapers, television, magazines, etc. Each furniture companies 
have their unique advertising strategy based on their distribution, product offerings, 
media available, and its position in the marketplace. Therefore, it is difficult to 
generalize about the type of advertising that would be effective for a specific furniture 
firm. However, effective advertisings must be carefully planned to gain its 
competitive strengths. Advertising approach can be done in several ways, usually 
based on its predetermined budget, and it is done through broadcast media (radio and 
television), print media (newspapers, magazines, direct mail, catalogs, circulars, 
outdoor advertising, and directory advertising), and via the internet (Bennington 2004, 
p.224). 
 

SALES PROMOTION 
 In addition to advertising, sales promotion is an effective type of non-
personal communication. It is helpful when the furniture marketer is trying to provide 
an incentive to encourage potential consumers to make a buying decision. Sales 
promotion is designed to enhance the effectiveness of personal selling and 
advertising. It also helps to build a bridge between these two areas (Bennington 2004, 
p.246). Examples of sales promotion are game show prizes, premiums, contests or 
drawings, and sponsorships.   
 
 Sales promotion is an exciting initiative to furniture company’s 
customer base. It is also showing how furniture company can respond to their 
customer rare demands in a very short period of time (Kidstoday, 2007). This suits for 
environmental friendly furniture. 
 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 
 Public relations is closely related to advertising and sales promotion, it 
is a planned effort to influence the attitudes of various ‘publics’ toward the firm. 
Common public relations goals of furniture companies include obtaining favorable 
publicity, being identified with education (for example, having student field trips to 
furniture companies or having company officials as guest speakers in classrooms), 
being a good corporate citizen of the community, being seen as a company that 
provides fashionable products with good value and quality, and counteracting 
negative publicity.  
 
 It is important that a furniture company have a favorable image because 
image affects product sales. When consumers hear good things about a company, they 
are more likely to buy products from that organization (Bennington 2004, p.3&258). 
Furniture companies issue news releases, have press conferences, and prepare press 
kits; officials make speeches, sponsor parties, and conduct showroom tours and other 
market events to obtain favorable attention from the media (Bennington 2004, p.3). 
Public relation is an excellent tool to bring public and media attention to diverse an 
unusual product, in this case environmental friendly furniture (Prime L.A., 2008). 
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PUBLICITY 
 As Publicity is the most effective marketing tool there is in terms of 
building credibility as part of a marketing strategy. With commercial advertising, the 
advertiser controls the message. But with publicity, the advertiser is not in control of 
the message, and the readers know that. Because of this, publicity tends to create 
enormous credibility (Promaxum, 2008). Due to this reason, most of the 
advertisements in environmental friendly furniture industry are in forms of public 
relation and publicity. Its purpose is to raise awareness about how furniture 
consumers, too, that can help the planet a safer place. 
 

TRADE SHOW 
 According to Sampson W (2003), all the newcomers to the furniture 
field should enter every trade show they can. This will not only build the visibility of 
the company’s works but also for the sales and marketing experience, which are 
extremely important to achieve company’s long-term objectives. A similar idea is 
supported by Combs (2008). He has claimed that it is a good place to be attended so 
that consumers who are looking for environmental friendly furniture can definitely 
find a company to buy from. 
 

PLACE 
 Since distribution channeling is about moving products from one place 
to another, whether from manufacturer to wholesalers, retailers, or straight to 
consumers. An environmental friendly company needs to find a way to distribute its 
product in a way that is safe to the environment. Bennington (2004, p.267) has 
explained this in more details that although the upstream of the channel (producers) 
could be as far as in China, Thailand, Malaysia, or the Philippines, the emphasis of the 
furniture manufacturer is primarily on creating the marketing channel that will move 
its furniture to its target customers in an effective, efficient, and profitable way. 
Although furniture is sold through many different types of channels, the below are 
typical of the distribution channels used for distributing furniture: 
Manufacturer � Manufacturer-Owned Store � Consumer 
Manufacturer � Franchised Store  � Consumer 
Manufacturer � Dealers with In-Store Galleries  � Consumer 
Manufacturer � Independent Furniture Store � Consumer 
Manufacturer �Wholesale Furniture Distributor � Small Independent Furniture 
Store or Interior Designer � Consumer 
 
 In order to move the furniture in an effective way, Bradley (1989) 
suggested planning distribution efficiently by minimizing the amounts of product 
movement. That means to transport the products in a way that consume as less 
petroleum as possible. This could be achieved by eliminating many wholesalers or 
warehouses that the products have to go through before reaching the end users. The 
most effective way for this is to distribute directly to consumers. By doing this, 
manufacturers are taking more responsibility for environmental protection of reducing 
CO2 Emission (Panasonic mobile communication, 2007). Environmental friendly 
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furniture company should also avoid using excessive paperwork for its administrative 
as when the products flow from one place to another (Bradley, 1989).   
 
 Moreover, most producers do not sell their goods directly to final users; 
between them stands a set of intermediaries performing a variety of functions. These 
intermediaries constitute a channel. Marketing channels are sets of pathways a 
product or service follow after production, culminating in purchase and use by the 
final end user (Kotler 2006, p.468). But for furniture industry, the marketers develop a 
distribution strategy that is compatible with the product and its image. For example, a 
furniture company with a higher-priced line featuring 18th-century reproductions 
might choose to distribute its products through exclusive independent furniture 
retailers, whereas a furniture company with a lower-priced line in most style 
categories might choose to distribute through discount department stores (Bennington 
2004, p.5). 
 

2.2.3 POSITION 

 Marketing mix of furniture manufacturer should be designed properly in 
order to position itself in the minds of consumers. All the attributes of marketing mix 
must be effectively carried out and fit together cohesively for furniture marketers to 
achieve the desired place in the minds of its targeted consumers. According to 
Bennington (2004, p.141), variables that a furniture company can position itself into 
are style, brand name, price, personnel, served customer groups, services, chosen 
distribution channel, and image.  
 
 Image is the one of the most important variables in positioning for a 
furniture company because it is a combination of the marketing mix used to 
differentiate their offers from the offers of competitors. It is important for furniture 
marketers to have a clear image in the marketplace so that consumers will know what 
products and services to expect from the company (Bennington 2004, p.162).  
 
 Bennington (2004, p.141) also claimed that furniture marketers 
sometimes choose specific consumer groups to serve as a way of position their offer. 
For example, a manufacturer might choose to serve consumers with limited physical 
abilities such as arthritic patients who need assistance like lift chairs. Or a furniture 
company might decide to serve certain customer groups such as those who go against 
buying furniture that harm the environment.  
 
 ‘Furniture companies that are environmental friendly and socially 
responsible are more likely to develop a positive image, which is very helpful in 
increasing product sales’ (Bennington 2004, p.141). However, it is the customers 
themselves who decide whether this idea is true or not. Therefore, this is the most 
important element of the conceptual framework, because it could guide Norrgavel to 
decide upon its strategic question of whether or not it should promote environmental 
friendliness of their products to their customers. This is the part where the results of 
each attributes of marketing mix and environmental friendliness are compared after 
being analyzed. The recommendation of which attributes the company should focus 
on the most or the least according to its customers’ perception will also be presented 
by using this part of conceptual framework. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
 

3.1 RESEARCH THEORIES  
 According to the purpose of this thesis, the essence of choosing 

theory/theories is that it must be used to answer the purpose of study. Hence, in order 
to answer the purpose of the research, the marketing mix model and its attributes need 
to be applied. Although, whenever talking about the marketing mix or the 4 P’s, many 
refer to Philip Kotler. However, Kotler’s marketing mix model would not suit the 
purpose of this research because it is best for general consumer products, but not 
specifically for furniture. Therefore, the Furniture marketing mix model by 
Bennington that has already been combined between Kotler’s marketing mix with the 
furniture industry is used for this thesis. It gives a closer look at the marketing mix of 
the furniture explicitly.  
 

 This Furniture marketing mix model involves market segmentation and 
target market of a furniture company before launching marketing strategies. This 
gives the research a study of the fundamental of Norrgavel’s target consumers. Then, 
each of the marketing mix has its own attributes, which could be used to see how its 
customers think about them. The attributes are related to the environmental friendly 
concept, which makes it possible to answer the purpose of this research. A 
comparison among each of these attributes within this furniture marketing mix model, 
then could be analyzed and could be used to come up with recommendations to the 
company.   
  

 Although, the Furniture marketing mix looks at the 4 P’s of furniture 
explicitly, but this model alone would not perfectly answer the purpose of this 
research question. It is so mainly because it does not contain the issue of 
sustainability, in the environmental friendly dimension. This is where the concept of 
being environmental friendly comes in. When combined the concept of environmental 
friendly with the company market segmentation and target market, each attribute of 
the marketing mix, and position, it became a conceptual framework that would answer 
the purpose of this research study. 
 

3.2 INFORMATION COLLECTION  
 Relying on primary data alone would be too much of time and effort 

consuming, since there are reliable and valid researches available that this research 
could get an access to. In contrast, relying only on the secondary data alone would not 
cover all the aspects that would answer to the purpose of this thesis study. Therefore, 
data collecting method for this thesis is based on both primary data and secondary 
data. 
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3.2.1 SECONDARY DATA 

 Since the purpose of this study focuses more on the consumers’ 
perspective side, the secondary data gathered for this research is mainly for the 
literature review. This literature review is based on the background of the furniture 
industry and its marketing concept, also sustainability issue in today’s world.  
 

 Started with Documentary research, by using an International marketing 
book that was used in a Master degree in International marketing program at 
Mälardalen University. It was used to distinguish the differences of positioning 
between a social responsibility and an environmental friendly company. It was also 
supported by a few recent case studies from the American University. A business 
website from Canada was also used to support the validity and reliability of this book 
and case studies. 
 

 Documentary research method was also used to gather the information 
about the overview of the home furniture market in Europe in Appendix I. Being 
aware that this overview information was published in 2004. However, it contains a 
market forecast until today 2008, and it is believed to be reliable and accurate since it 
came from a high creditability source, the Datamonitor. Then, specifically the 
Swedish home furniture market was collected from another high creditability source; 
Gobi International market forecast report that was published last year in 2007.  
 

 Moreover, different peer-review journals and articles, books and 
websites had been used from the literature review to conceptual framework of this 
thesis. For sustainability concept, a few recent peer-review journals were taken from 
ELIN@ Mälardalen University and Ingenta connect. An American sustainable 
marketing book and EU Eco-label website were also used to support the sustainability 
concept.  
  

 For the marketing side, it was mainly taken from a marketing book that 
was written explicitly on furniture, called ‘Furniture marketing – From product 
development to distribution.’ As mentioned before that this book has already 
combined the concept of marketing mix with furniture industry, which makes it fit the 
purpose of this study. This book used for this thesis is the second edition which was 
launched during 2004. Although, it was written a few years back, but as going through 
the book, it was certain that the concept of furniture marketing receiving from it is up-
to-date and could be applied for this research just right. Again, as going through this 
textbook, it was obvious that this book was written based on the U.S. furniture 
market. Not all of the concepts from this book can be applied to this research since 
this research is based on the Swedish market. Hence, the used of many up-to-date 
related articles were applied to support the reliability and validity of the book. These 
articles are reliable because they were acquired from a high creditability source, 
ABI/INFORM Global. Moreover, it was necessary to go back to a ‘Marketing 
Management’ book, written by Philips Kotler for a wider scope of the marketing mix. 
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 The website of Norrgavel was also used to provide background of the 

company (see section 1.2), and its marketing mix offers. Since the website is written 
in Swedish language, word-by-word translation into English would be impossible due 
to limited time and ability of researchers. However, the translation was done by a 
Swedish student studying language at Mälardalen University, and its objective was to 
grasp the idea of what the company does and its offers rather than concentrating on 
translating it word-by-word. Moreover, a catalog of Norrgavel in English version 
could be looked at through the company’s official website for a clearer picture of its 
product range (www.norrgavel.se/Catalog.aspx). 
 

3.2.2 PRIMARY DATA 

PRELIMINARY INTERVIEWS 
 As mentioned earlier that this research was inspired by the lecture and 
article of ‘Design, lifestyles and sustainability - Aesthetic consumption in a world of 
abundance,’ written by Prof. Dobers, at Mälardalen University. The initial of this 
thesis then started by doing a preliminary interview with Prof. Dobers, as he is an 
expert in the sustainability area. This interview was conducted before the formulation 
of problem statement and purpose of study were formed, in order to gain as much 
knowledge in this field as possible before forming the problem and purpose. 
 
  The structure of this interview was followed, as what Fisher (2007, 
p.159) calls it an ‘Open interview,’ an interview that interviewer keeps it as an 
informal conversation. By steering the conversation a little, but letting the respondent 
lead the direction of the interview. An open interview was used here because the 
direction for the thesis was undefined at this point. Hence, an open interview would 
give a general answer to the questions about sustainability (see Appendix II for 
questions). The result was successful. This interview gave a lead to this research a big 
piece of clue, Norrgavel, whom the authors could do a research on their customer’s 
perception.  
 

INTERVIEW 
 Furthermore, another interview was conducted. Only this time it was 

done after the problem statement and the purpose of study were formed. At this point, 
abundance knowledge regarding to sustainability marketing in furniture industry has 
already been congregated for this research.  And this time, an interviewee was 
Katarina Fairdig, the owner of Norrgavel, Västerås branch. The interview was 
conducted on May 6, 2008. And it was also done before the questionnaire was 
designed, so that the information getting from her could help in designing 
questionnaire to be more suited and more related to the Norrgavel customers’ 
perception.  
 

 Katarina has over 10 years of experience in furniture industry and also 
has started Norrgavel in Västerås from the start. This makes her as a person to be a 
reliable source of information. Therefore, she would be able to provide with the 
insight information on the marketing activities of Norrgavel. At the same time, she 
could also provide this thesis regarding Norrgavel customers’ perception toward the 
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furniture products and environmental friendliness. This in turn would benefit this 
research a more precise analysis that leads to a good conclusion and 
recommendations. The purpose of this interview with Norrgavel is to grasp the 
company’s market segments and target market, each attributes of its marketing mix, 
and positioning in depth that its website does not provide. Keeping in mind that she 
could be bias toward Norrgavel since she is the owner of Norrgavel Västerås, hence 
the questions were prepared not to lead her in such a way. 
 

 This interview was conducted in a form of Semi-structure interview, 
where it is in between the two extreme of open interview (interviewer engages in 
informal conversation about a particular interest) and pre-coded interview 
(interviewer generally reads from a prepared script and is expected not to deviate from 
it) (Fisher 2007, p.159). A semi-structure interview was used here because the authors 
knew the direction of where the research was going. Plus, the conceptual framework 
was also created at this point. Hence, the questions were asked accordingly to each 
attributes. It is a form of open-ended questions, which can be looked at in the 
Appendix III. The interview was taped with, of course her consent, so that the 
conversation of the interview could be reheard and to ensure that important 
information would not be overlooked. 
 

QUESTIONAIRE 
 Another research method used to gather data for this thesis was 

Questionnaire. This method was selected to collect the information about the 
perceptions of furniture products and environmental friendly attributes from 
Norrgavel’s existing customers and its potential customers.  
 

 Data collection method for questionnaires was divided into two different 
approaches; through Norrgavel customer database and through mall interception. 
Each approache has its own population, and therefore has its own sample size. These 
two methods of data collection are explained in more details as follows: 
 

NORRGAVEL CUSTOMER DATABASE 
 Åsa Sjöblad, the head person responsible for communication and public 

relation of the entire company, stations at the Norrgavel’s head-quarter in Malmö was 
asked by an e-mail to distribute 384 questionnaires to the customers that had 
purchased from Norrgavel before (see Appendix IV). At the time of sending the e-
mail to Åsa, the researchers were uncertain about the population of Norrgavel’ 
customer base.  The reason that the number of population could not be identified 
mainly because Åsa could not be reached by telephone at that time. Still, according to 
Fisher (p.190), 384 is the amount that is considered as having a five percent margin of 
error, if the population of Norrgavel existing customers is over 100.000. And if the 
population is less, then it would be even better since the margin of error would be 
even less than five percent.  
 

 By collecting data through the company’s customer database, this 
research could get an access to the perception of the true existing customers who had 
actually purchased furniture from Norrgavel before. This would make the data from 
this research more reliable than distributing questionnaires out on the streets randomly 
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or sending e-mails to random people whom they have never buy or might not consider 
buying or even heard from Norrgavel before.  
  

 The questions for this questionnaire were formed by adapting different 
questions formats (the questionnaire can be looked at in the Appendix IV). And these 
formats used were dichotomous questions, multiple choice questions, checklists, 
ranking questions, and open questions. The mix of all these formats was used to serve 
the purpose of gathering data suiting for the analysis.  
 

 Furthermore, the personal questions were asked in the beginning of the 
questionnaire because they were general questions such as age, sex, and occupation, 
which do not at all make respondents feel uncomfortable and unwilling to answer the 
rest of the questionnaire. 
 

 Unfortunately, this request of distributing questionnaires was denied via 
e-mail on the following Wednesday, May 21, 2008 (see Appendix V for the denied 
letter). Hence, the data collection on the target consumers’ perspective mainly was 
relied from mall interception method in the next section.  
 

MALL INTERCEPTION  
 Before choosing the suitable method of collecting data, different 

methods such as focus group, and telephone interviewing had been considered. Mall 
interception is very popular as they are significantly less expensive than many other 
methods of collecting data, such as door-to-door interview, telephone interview, direct 
mails, etc. (Wilson 2006, p.139). However, the most suited method for the purpose of 
this report was Mall interception, commonly known as Street interview, where 
interviewers conduct interview inside a mall or on the street.  
 

 The aim of conducting this form of primary data was to gather necessary 
information on the perception of Norrgavel target groups; both existing customers and 
potential customers, about furniture product and environmental friendliness of 
furniture.  
 

 It was intended to combine the data from this method and the data from 
the company’s customer database receive from the head-quarter, in order to increase 
the response rate, which leads to more solid data from two different sources. 
However, it was predicted that there would be a very low response rate from the 
method of sending out questionnaire through the company’s database, because the 
time frame given to each respondents were only two days due to time limitation. But 
since that method of questionnaire could not be used for this research, mall 
interception was the method used solely to gather data for this research, instead. 

 
 The questionnaire approach was done by interviewer waiting for 

Norrgavel’s customers to come out from the store. Then, the interviewer approached 
to them by introducing himself and the purpose of the questionnaire (see Appendix 
VI). By interviewing shoppers whilst coming out, it allowed a direct access to the 
target respondents right on the spot. Thus, error rate of getting information from a 
non-target group was less than random questionnaires. And more importantly, it did 
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not bother customers while shopping, which would affect presence of their shopping 
and affect the sales of the store in turn.  
 

 In addition, the shoppers would have a fresh memory of their experience 
within the store and the perception about products and services. Since mall 
interception is a face-to-face method, which allows for two-way communication. 
Hence, whenever the respondents were ambiguous or unsure about questions, 
interviewers could then provide a clear explanation for the questions being asked. 
This strengthened the validity of the data received from the respondents. 

 
The authors have taken into considerations the fact that this research 

took place in a non-English native country (Sweden), even though most of the 
Swedish population particularly the younger generation speaks a very well English. 
Therefore, the mall interception questions were designed by using very simple 
English that could be understood for both young and old customers, regardless their 
different educational background. The questions asked to Norrgavel’s customers for 
this method was to answer the purpose of this study and were based on the conceptual 
framework. More details about the questions will be mention in the Data Analysis 
(section 3.3). 
 

 A few decades ago, this method of collecting data was not widely used, 
due to its low respond rate of only 15 percent. However, now days the most popular 
interview takes place in shopping malls (Dutka & Green 1998, p.116). According to 
the Katarina (pers. comm., 6 May), the owner of Norrgavel in Västerås branch, in 
general, the store gets around 50-60 visitors each month. Saturdays is the busiest day 
of the week. Whereas at the Stockholm branch, one Saturday alone, the store gets up 
to 200 visitors, claimed Per (pers. comm., 14 May), the Store Manager of Norrgavel, 
Stockholm branch. This is because the Stockholm branch is the biggest store out of 
the five branches located in Sweden.  
 

 “The more amount of the population you cover, the more accurate the 
result will be,” (GMI, 2008). Due to this reason, the mall interception of this research 
was conducted in front the Norrgavel store in Stockholm on Saturday, May 17, 2008. 
The questionnaire was conducted during the weekend because Saturday in particular 
is a shopping day where most of the customers have a day off to shop, since the target 
markets are educated working people with disposable income (Per, pers. comm., 14 
May). If it was conducted on a weekday as most of the target customers are working, 
the outcome would be affected. Hence, conducting the questionnaire during a busy 
shopping day allowed this research to get a good sampling for the questionnaire.  
 

 The questionnaire was conducted with the consent of the Store 
Managers. And the interviewer was able to organize to wear a name tag to show that 
the questionnaire was conducted with a collaboration of the managers to make 
customers feel more at ease when being approached.  
 

 In Europe, most of street interviews are undertaken in an open air rather 
than in shopping malls. Interviewing in an open air can adversely affect the quality of 
the data obtained. Depending on the weather conditions, it can influence the 
willingness of participating to the questionnaire (Wilson 2006, p.139). However, the 
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data collecting by this method was conducted during the spring season; therefore the 
problems of bad weather hopefully could be overcome. 
 

 Unfortunately, the day of the street interview being conducted was not a 
typical sunshine day for spring season. It was sprinkling and even pouring at some 
point of the day. Due to this reason, the interviewer could not cover the whole 
population of that Saturday. The questionnaire could only cover approximately three 
hours, whereas the total opening hours of Stockholm branch of that Saturday was six 
hours (see Appendix VII). Moreover, the interviewer could not approach two different 
customers who come out from the store at the same time, plus there were some 
customers who were not willing to cooperate for whatever reasons it might be.  
 

 According to Fisher (p.190), if the population is 200, the sampling size 
should be 132. Therefore, this was the number of respondents this method of 
collecting data was aiming for. However, due to those reasons mentioned earlier, the 
response rate received from this mall interception was 41 responses. Again, according 
to Fisher (p.190), a return rate of 30 percent would be considered as a very good 
response rate that is sufficient to make a good analysis. Whereas, the 41 responses 
received from this data collection was equaled to 31.06 percent. Hence, this response 
rate could be considered as sufficient to make a good analysis for this research.  
 

 Another advantage of adapting this method of gathering primary data is 
that it was fast and convenient; with the maximum duration of 10 minutes per 
questionnaire, since most of the shoppers will be in a hurry or occupied with their 
shopping activities (Wilson 2006, p.139).  Taking the time limitations into 
considerations, the interviewer was choosing customers that did not appear to be in a 
hurry; since their responses would affect the quality of the outcomes. Moreover, the 
questions were designed to be simple, but effective, and could be done within four to 
five minutes of their times.  
 

3.3 DATA ANALYSIS 
 All of the primary data collection methods that were used for gathering 
information for this thesis were based on the conceptual framework. Each variable 
within the framework were used to create questions for interviewees, in which the 
answers would provide information that could be analyzed by the framework 
systematically.  
 
 First of all, the information gathered from the personal interview with 
the owner of Norrgavel in Västerås would be presented in paragraphs according to the 
framework rather than presenting it by each question in the Finding part. This 
interview then was used to provide as more details on information regarding each of 
the attribute of market segmentation, marketing mix, and position of the company 
based on the conceptual framework. This piece of information was combined with 
information gathered from questionnaires, in order to analyze how Norrgavel’s target 
consumers perceive about furniture and environmental friendliness. How the 
company’s customers think about each attribute was analyzed effectively due to the 
used of more detail information on Norrgavel that had been gathered extensively.   
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 As mentioned that the information from the owner of Norrgavel would 
be combined with questionnaires, hence the questions asked in the questionnaire were 
closely related and also based on the conceptual framework of this thesis. Instead, the 
questionnaires were more related to what customers perceive, rather than the 
marketing mix of the company.   
 
 Furthermore, in order to avoid presenting repetition of data from the 
questionnaire that might cause confusion for readers, the finding chapter and analysis 
chapter are combined as one in a way that would create the least complexity of 
quantitative data presented. 

 

3.3.1 SPSS 

 All of the questionnaires gathered for this research were analyzed with a 
special software for analyzing questionnaire as research material, called the Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences, commonly known as SPSS. The version of this 
software used for this thesis was 11.5. Although, Fisher (p.237) recommends using 
the recent version of 14, but simple cross-tabulations of two to three factors were used 
for the analysis of this thesis. Hence, it was not necessary to use the most recent 
version, since the complicated functions were not used to analyze for this thesis. The 
analysis only needed to find out the correlations among customers and what they think 
about each attribute of the marketing mix. For example, how many percent of 
customers who had bought furniture from Norrgavel before think that good design is 
the most important factor, and raw material as the second factor.  
 
 Although version 11.5 that was used is not the latest version that Fisher 
recommends, still it has an advantage over Microsoft Excel of being able to provide a 
wide range of tools from basic tabulation to sophisticated multivariate analysis 
(Fisher, p.239). And the output of analysis from SPSS could be printed, copied and 
pasted directly into Microsoft Word, which is the software used to write this thesis. 
The analysis then could be explained in more details by the supportive information 
that was gathered from interviewing with Norrgavel. 
 
 Moreover, the information presented by SPSS could provide both in 
terms of percentage and frequency (counts). If the number of respondents is large, 
using percentage would be better to analyze. In the other hand, if the number of 
respondents is small, using percentage to analyze would not be so effective. The 
number of the respondents from this research was in the middle of large and small 
scale. The number was 41 respondents. Therefore, having data both in percentage and 
frequency had led to a better analysis of this thesis.  
 
 From the benefits that SPSS generated through its tables, it has a 
downside of being too complicated for readers who might not be familiar with reading 
the outputs that the program generated, especially when cross-tabulations were made. 
In order to avoid all these confusions for readers, all of these full tables were attached 
in the appendix VIII, rather than including them in the context. Simple tables 
composed of frequency and percentage were presented in the Finding part. At the 
same time, graphic charts from these tables were illustrated in the Analysis part to 
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especially overcome this confusion problem, whilst keeping in mind that both 
percentage and frequency must be used to analyze the data.   

 

3.3.2 TYPES of QUESTIONS USED 

 As mention in the questionnaire part that this questionnaire was 
composed of many question formats. Firstly, Dichotomous questions were used to 
distinguish those questions that the issue has a clear-cut and respondent has only two 
alternatives to choose from (Fisher, p.193), for example yes/no or male/female.  
 
 Secondly, Multiple choice questions where there are three to five 
options and one answer can only be chosen (Fisher, p.193) were used. This kind of 
format was used to group respondents among group age of 20s’, 30s’, 40s’, or over 
50s’. 
 
 Thirdly, Checklists, where they are the same as multiple choice, but the 
respondents were allowed to tick as many items as they wish (Fisher, p.193). This 
type of question format was used to see how many ways respondents know Norrgavel 
from, and what were they that respondents learnt from them. It was obvious that in 
some cases, there were more than one answer to these kinds of questions. 
 
 Fourthly, Rating scales, where questions ask respondents to rate or 
evaluate the options given (Fisher, p.194). These options were written in wordings, 
rather than numbers for a clearer explanation of what they think about each attribute 
precisely, which led to more précised explanation in wording under analysis part. 
Moreover, this type of question was design for this thesis not to have a mid-point on 
the scale. Instead, the questions were design to analyze and differentiate between the 
two extremes. For this questionnaire, the higher number represents the higher value 
and the lower number represents the lower value. It was rated this way because most 
of Swedish, as they all are the respondents of this research, refer to rating the number 
this way (Eltebrandt, pers. comm., 15 May). 
   
 Another type of question format used was Ranking questions, where 
respondents were asked to put a number of statements or options into rank order 
(Fisher, p.194). This was the most important type of question in this questionnaire, 
because it was used to analyze of which attributes Norrgavel’s customers perceived as 
most important or least important when consider buying furniture.  
 
 And the last question format for this questionnaire was an Open 
questions. According to Fisher (p.197), it is an irritation to people when they are 
required to respond to predetermined categories. This open question format was used 
to ask the occupation of the respondents where the scope was very wide and hard to 
predict in this case.  
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4. FINDINGS & ANALYSIS 
 As mentioned in the Methodology part that the data collection for this 
research was gathered from two sources; one is from the target group of Norrgavel , 
and another is from the interview with the owner of Norrgavel of Västerås branch. 
Hence, the findings presented here were divided accordingly. Moreover, in order to 
avoid presenting repetition of data from the questionnaire that might cause confusion 
for readers, the finding chapter and analysis chapter are combined as one.   
 

4.1 INTERVIEW 
 The empirical data presented below came from an interview with  
Katarina Fairdig, the owner of Norrgavel in Västerås branch on May 6, 2008. The 
questions that were asked were based on the conceptual framework. Furthermore, 
these questions could be looked in the Appendix III. 
 

4.1.1 MARKET SEGMENTATION and TARGET MARKET 

 The target group of Norrgavel is in the age of between 40 – 65 years, 
whom they have an upper income level and live in the same county that Norrgavel 
stores are located. They are interested in furnishing their homes with high quality 
Scandinavian design furniture that is unique, at the same time not polluting to the 
earth. 
 

4.1.2 MARKETING MIX 

PRODUCT 
 How Norrgavel’s furniture are different from its competitors are through 
its unique Scandinavian design. It has only one designer, Nirvan Richter who is the 
founder of the company, whereas many furniture stores have many designers. Its 
furniture is durable, which has lifespan of hundreds of years and can be passed on 
from generations through generations.  
 
 The woods that Norrgavel uses as raw materials are environmental 
friendly timber purchased from Finland. They give pollution a lot less when being 
produce, when compare with other types of woods such as particle wood or MDF 
(medium-density fiberboard) wood that other furniture stores used as their raw 
materials. Norrgavel’s timbers are solid woods that make their furniture last longer. 
They are considered as being alive, because they changes color on their own as time 
goes by. They also extract and expand according to the temperature changes of each 
year. None of Norrgavel’s furniture are made of recyclable materials, nor they can be 
recycle or renewable. However, all of its raw materials are environmental friendly and 
involve handcraft, rather than mass production.   
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 Norrgavel’s furniture has longer lifespan, more unique and are as 
comfortable when compares with furniture from its competitors. However, their 
furniture are not trendy or a leader in trend, since they are environmental friendly 
products. 
 

PRICE 
 When comparing only price as a factor alone, Norrgavel’s furniture are 
more expensive than its competitors. This high price mainly comes from the higher 
costs of environmental friendly raw materials. However, this cost of raw materials has 
been coming down and tends to come down for more in the future, because there are 
more environmental friendly suppliers today as consumers are demanding 
environmental friendly products.   
 
 How much more its customers are willing to pay for more for 
environmental friendly are very hard to say and cannot be defined since different 
customers have different perspective about this. However, when other factors such as 
uniqueness design, durable lifespan, comforts, and wastes being produced are 
included, the price of Norrgavel’s furniture are competitive and are not expensive at 
all. 
 
 Norrgavel’s target customers are not price sensitive, by lowing its price 
will not encourage its customers to buy a lot more in the long run. Its target customers 
might feel about Norrgavel differently, if it only lowers its price and at the same time 
keep the quality of other factors unchanged.   
  

PLACE 
 After each sale are made, the orders are passed to Norrgavel’s 
manufacturer in Lammhults, approximately 400 kilometers away from Västerås 
(googlemaps, 2008). There is no finished furniture kept in the inventory for 
Norrgavel. Its customers would have to wait six to eight weeks for the furniture to be 
made and transported to their homes.  
 
 There are five branches of Norrgavel in Sweden located in Stockholm, 
Lammhult, Göteborg, Malmö, and Västerås. Each branch is responsible for 
transportation of its own customers. Picking up finished furniture that customers 
ordered from the manufacture is done by trucking. This is not a kind of truck that uses 
hydrogen fuel or runs with solar energy or special environmental friendly fuels. It 
pollutes emission as same as other trucking use in the road, but it meets the emission 
regulations of Sweden.  
 
 The empty truck is sent to the manufacture and comes back with the 
exact items that customers ordered. The truck then runs straight to its customers’ 
homes and come back as an empty truck to Norrgavel’s parking space.    
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PROMOTION 
 All of the sales in Norrgavel are done thorough face-to-face contact 
between the Sales persons and the customers. These Sales persons of Norrgavel could 
be anyone from the owner of the store, the Store Manager, or a Sales staff. In the case 
of Norrgavel in Västerås, Katarina and her partner are the only sales persons there 
who take care of the sales tasks. 
 
 Most of the customers know about Norrgavel thorough word-of-mouth 
from friends, families, colleagues, etc. This positive word-of-mouth that they hear is 
mainly about the core features of the company, which is the uniqueness of 
Scandinavian design. Other features such as friendliness of the Sales staff, price, 
website, physical store, etc. are also carried across this word-of-mouth 
communication. However, not many of its customers realize that Norrgavel’s 
furniture are environmental friendly and has Miljömärket certificate.  
 
 Norrgavel advertises itself in El magazine, which is a well-known 
architecture magazine. Newspaper is also used as a print media whenever the store is 
on sales, or having any kinds of campaigns, such as give-away. Newsletters are sent 
via internet to customers’ private e-mail about new collections of the company’s 
furniture, and any other massages the company would like to sent to its existing 
customers. Norrgavel now starting to use these print medias to send across messages 
about how its furniture are environmental friendliness.  
 
 Norrgavel does not do publicity, but it sponsors the UNICEF (United 
Nations International Childrens Enquiry Funds), because the store thinks that it is 
important to children. Its aim for this is not to publicize itself, as it does not use any 
media to let their customers know about this. 
 
 Lastly, Norrgavel attends the big national furniture trade shows, mostly 
held in Stockholm. Its purpose here is not for selling at the moment, but to be 
recognized by its target consumers of its existence. 
 

4.1.3 POSITION 

Norrgavel would like to make its customers to think of it as a furniture 
company that sell a unique Scandinavian furniture design that are durable with a long 
lifespan. And the price is not too expensive, but rather reasonable when compare with 
the other features and benefits that its furniture provide. In the near future, Norrgavel 
would like to have an image of producing furniture with raw materials that are safe to 
the environment as their later priority. 
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4.2 MALL INTERCEPTION 
 The total number of respondents for this type of data collection is 41, 
and out of these; (full detail of frequencies of the questionnaires, its validity and 
missing values could be looked at in the Appendix VIII). 
 

4.2.1 MARKET SEGMENATATION and TARGET MARKET 

PERSONAL QUESTIONS 

Question 1: Have you ever bought furniture from Norrgavel before? 
16 respondents had purchased from Norrgavel before, whereas 25 had not. 
                      Table 1: Respondents purchased from Norrgavel before 

  Frequency Percent 
Yes 16 39.0 
  
No 

25 61.0 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
This means that among the sample size of 41 respondents that were approached after 
coming out from the Norrgavel store, approximately 40 percent had purchased 
furniture from Norrgavel before, and 60 percent had not (see Chart1 below).                  

                        

61.0%

39.0%

No

Yes

 
Chart 1: Percentage of target consumers who had bought from Norrgavel before 
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Question 2: Are you considering buying any furniture from Norrgavel in the future? 
37 respondents were considering buying furniture from Norrgavel in the future, 
whereas 4 were not. 
                      Table 2: Respondents considered purchasing from Norrgavel  in future 

  Frequency Percent 
Yes 37 90.2 
  
No 

4 9.8 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
 
This means that among those 40 percent who had purchased furniture from Norrgavel 
before, all of them were considering to buy furniture from Norrgavel again in the 
future (see Chart2 below).  

   

Among those who had purchased from Norrgavel before

100%

Would buy in the future

 
Chart 2: Percentage of target consumers who had bought from Norrgavel before and would buy again. 
 
And among those who had never purchased from this store before, 84 percent were 
considering buying furniture from it in the future. Only 16 percent among those who 
had never bought from Norrgavel before would not buy from this store in the future 
(see Chart3 below).   
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Among those who never purchased from Norrgavel before

Would buy in 

future

84%

 Would not buy 

in future

16%

Would buy in future

 Would not buy in future

 
Chart 3: Percentage of target consumers who had never bought from Norrgavel before, but would buy 
it in the future. 
 

DEMOGRAPHIC 
Age: 
Question 3: What age group do you belong to? 
8 respondents were in their 20s’,  
10 respondents were in their 30s’, 
18 respondents were in their 40s’, 
and 5 respondents were over 50 years of age,   
                      Table 3: Age Group 

  Frequency Percent 
20s' 8 19.5 
  
30s' 

10 24.4 

  
40s' 

18 43.9 

  
over50s' 

5 12.2 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
According to sample size of the questionnaire, most of Norrgavel’s target consumers 
(44 percent) are in their 40s’ (see Chart4 below).  
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Age Group

24%
44%

12% 20%

20

30

40

50

 
Chart 4: Age group of Norrgavel’s target group shown in percetage 
 
However, the company thinks that their target group age is only in between 40s’ to 
60s’. This means that the company overlooks the group age of 30s’ (24 percent), 
where a full 100 percent of this age group were considering buying from its store in 
the future (see Chart5 below). 

Age 20s'

 Would not buy 

in future

25%

Would buy in 

future

75%

  

Age 30s'

Would buy in 

future

100%
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Age 40s'

Would buy in 

future

89%

 Would not buy in 

future

11%

 
 

Over Age 50s'

Would buy in 

future

100%

 
Chart 5: Percentage of those who considered purchasing from Norrgavel in the future among each age 
group 
 
 
Sex: 
Question 4: Gender? 
20 respondents were males, whereas 21 respondents were female. 
                      Table 4: Gender 

  Frequency Percent 
Male 20 48.8 
  
Female 

21 51.2 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
The target group of Norrgavel was equally balance between both sexes of male and 
female (see Chart6 below). 
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51.2%

48.8%

Female

Male

 
Chart 6: Percentage of Male and Female 
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Profession: 
Question 5: Professions? 
2 respondents were Accountants, 
7 respondents were Architects, Graphic Designers, and Interior Designers, 
3 respondents were Bankers, 
6 respondents were Business owner and Consultants, 
1 respondent was a Doctor, 
1 respondent was a Hair Dresser, 
3 respondents were in IT, 
1 respondent was a Massage, 
2 respondents were retired, 
3 respondents were Sales, 
3 respondents were Students, 
8 respondents were Teachers and Professors, 
and 1 respondent was a Waitress. 
                     Table 5: Profession 

  Frequency Percent 
Accountant 2 4.9 
  
Architect/GraphicDesign/
InteriorDesign 

7 17.1 

  
Banker 

3 7.3 

  
Business 
Owner/Consultant 

6 14.6 

  
Doctor 

1 2.4 

  
Hair Dressor 

1 2.4 

  
IT 

3 7.3 

  
Massage 

1 2.4 

  
Retired 

2 4.9 

  
Sales 

3 7.3 

  
Student 

3 7.3 

  
Teacher/Prof 

8 19.5 

  
Waitress 

1 2.4 

  
Total 

41 100.0 
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This means that 85.5 percent of Norrgavel’s target groups were neither non-labor 
force nor students. Most of them were either teacher or professor, business owner or 
consultant, and either architect, graphic designer, or interior designer, which was a 
white color-workforce (see Chart7 below). This represents an upper-income level.  

Professions

Non-labor Force

85%

 Labor Force

15%

 
Chart 7: Percentage of professions 
 
 

GEOGRAPHIC 
Norrgavel has five different stores dispersed all over the major cities of Sweden, 
including Stockholm, Göteborg, Malmö, Lammhult, and Västerås. Each store could 
cover its own customers geographically within its own county.  

 

PHYCHOGRAPHIC 

Question 6: Are you concerned or interested in environmental friendly issue? 
28 respondents were very concerned about environmental friendly issue, 
13 respondents were a little bit concerned, but not much,  
and 0 were not really concerned or not at all concerned. 
                     Table 6: Respondents who concerned about environment 

  Frequency Percent 
Little Concern 13 31.7 
  
Very Concern 

28 68.3 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
Norrgavel’s target consumers had the same interest of decorating their homes with 
unique high quality Scandinavian design furniture. They also had the same opinion 
about environmental friendly issue. Some concerned more and some concerned less 
(see Chart8 below), but all of them were concerned about this issue. There was 0 
percent who was not concerned about this issue.  
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Concern Env

68.3%

31.7%

Very Concern

Little Concern

 
Chart 8: Percentage of consumers who were concerned about environmental friendliness 
 
Norrgavel’s target groups were both male and female who were in their 30s’ to 60s’. 
They have good jobs with an upper-income level. They live within the same county as 
where the stores are, and also concern with the environmental friendly issue. 
 

4.2.2 MARKETING MIX 

PRODUCT 

Question 7: When you need to buy furniture, what attracts you to buy them? (Please, 
help us rank:  5 = most important, and 1 = least important) 
When they needed to buy furniture, there were 0 respondents ranked ‘Company’s 
Image’ as their most important factor that attracts them to buy, 
20 respondents as the second most important, 
8 respondents as middle important, 
11 respondents as less important, 
and 2 respondents as the least important. 
                      Table 7: Company's Image 

  Frequency Percent 
Least Important 2 4.9 
  
Less Important 

11 26.8 

  
Middle Important 

8 19.5 

  
2nd Important 

20 48.8 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
 
When they needed to buy furniture, there were 41 respondents ranked ‘Good Design 
of furniture’ as their most important factor that attracts them to buy. 
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                      Table 8: Good Design of Furniture 

  Frequency Percent 
Most 
Important 41 100.0 

 
 
When they needed to buy furniture, there were 0 respondents ranked ‘Cheap Price’ as 
their most important factor that attracts them to buy, 
12 respondents as the second most important, 
19 respondents as middle important, 
10 respondents as less important, 
and 0 respondents as the least important. 
                      Table 9: Cheap Price 

  Frequency Percent 
Less Important 10 24.4 
  
Middle Important 

19 46.3 

  
2nd Important 

12 29.3 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
 
When they needed to buy furniture, there were 0 respondents ranked a ‘Convenience 
place for them to shop’ as their most important factor that attracts them to buy, 
9 respondents as the second most important, 
14 respondents as middle important, 
18 respondents as less important, 
and 0 respondents as the least important. 
                      Table 10: Convenience to Shop 

  Frequency Percent 
Less Important 18 43.9 
  
Middle Important 

14 34.1 

  
2nd Important 

9 22.0 

  
Total 

41 100.0 
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When they needed to buy furniture, there were 0 respondents ranked a ‘Lots of 
advertisings and promotions’ as their most important factor that attracts them to buy, 
0 respondents as the second most important, 
0 respondents as middle important, 
2 respondents as less important, 
and 39 respondents as the least important. 
                    Table 11: Ads & Promotions 

  Frequency Percent 
Least Important 39 95.1 
  
Less Important 

2 4.9 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
In general, when the target group of Norrgavel needs to buy a piece of furniture for 
their homes, without relating with Norrgavel’s products, what attracted them to buy 
the most is the ‘Good design of furniture.’ All of them prefer to have this attribute as 
their first priority, whether buying it from Norrgavel or any other furniture company. 
Norrgavel is able to meet this demand by offering a unique Scandinavian design of 
furniture that is designed solely by Nirvan Richter, the starter of Norrgavel.  
 
The second attribute that attracted them to buy is the ‘Company’s Image,’ where 
approximately 50 percent or half of Norrgavel’s target group thought about the good 
image that the furniture company must have whenever they were considering buying a 
piece of furniture. Norrgavel has this positive image by producing furniture made 
from raw materials that are safe to the environment to the point that it had received 
Miljömärket, the Nordic white swan environmental friendly label/certificate. 
Moreover, this positive image is supported by Norrgavel sponsoring UNICEF.  
 
The ‘Price’ is the third attribute that attracted Norrgavel’s target group whenever they 
needed to buy furniture. The price level must be reasonable enough to exchange their 
money for that piece of furniture. The number of its target group who ranked this 
attribute as their third factor was approximately 46 percent. This attribute of 
Norrgavel in its customers’ perspective would be looked at in more details later on 
under price. 
 
There were 44 percent of Norrgavel’s target consumers who ranked a ‘Convenience 
place to shop’ as their second to last attribute that attracts them to buy from any 
furniture company whenever they needed to buy furniture. Norrgavel is able to meet 
this attribute by setting up five different stores in the five major cities in Sweden.  
 
And the attribute that Norrgavel’s target group had ranked as the last one, where it has 
the least important to attract them whenever they need to buy furniture was ‘Lots of 
advertisings and promotions.’ This attribute of Norrgavel in its customers’ perspective 
would be looked at in more details later on under promotional mix. A ranking of these 
attributes are summarized in the Table35 below.  
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Table 35: Rank of general attributes that is important to Norrgavel’s target consumers. 

Rank Attributes Percentage 

1st Good Design of furniture 100 

2nd Company's Image 50 

3rd Price 46 

4th Convenience Place to shop 44 

5th Lots of Advertisings and Promotions 95 

 
 
The above are all the attributes that attracted Norrgavel’s target consumers whenever 
they needed to buy a new piece of furniture for their homes. Now, the five major 
attributes under product marketing mix that made them shop or want to shop from 
Norrgavel are showed as follows; 
 
Question 8: What makes you shop here? (Please, help us rank:  5 = most important, 
and 1 = least important) 
As what made them shop at Norrgavel, there were 2 respondents ranked ‘Raw 
Material – Woods used to produce furniture are safe to the environment’ as their most 
important factor, 
22 respondents as the second most important, 
8 respondents as the middle important, 
6 respondents as less important, 
and 3 respondents as the least important.  
                         Table 12: Raw Materials 

  Frequency Percent 
Least Important 3 7.3 
  
Less Important 

6 14.6 

  
Middle Important 

8 19.5 

  
2nd Important 

22 53.7 

  
Most Important 

2 4.9 

  
Total 

41 100.0 
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As what made them shop at Norrgavel, there were 0 respondents ranked 

‘Label/Certificate – Norrgavel has Miljömärket, label of the white swan ’ as their 
most important factor, 
0 respondents as the second most important, 
11 respondents as the middle important, 
15 respondents as less important, 
and 15 respondents as the least important.  
                         Table 13: Label/Certificate 

  Frequency Percent 
Least Important 15 36.6 
  
Less Important 

15 36.6 

  
Middle Important 

11 26.8 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
 
As what made them shop at Norrgavel, there were 39 respondents ranked ‘Design – 
Unique Scandinavian design’ as their most important factor, 
0 respondents as the second most important, 
0 respondents as the middle important, 
2 respondents as less important, 
and 0 respondents as the least important.  
                   Table 14: Design 

  Frequency Percent 
Less Important 2 4.9 
  
Most Important 

39 95.1 

  
Total 

41 100.0 
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As what made them shop at Norrgavel, there were 0 respondents ranked 
‘Durable/Lifespan – Strong furniture that would last for 100 of years’ as their most 
important factor, 
16 respondents as the second most important, 
10 respondents as the middle important, 
4 respondents as less important, 
and 11 respondents as the least important.  
                 Table 15: Durable/Lifespan 

  Frequency Percent 
Least Important 11 26.8 
  
Less Important 

4 9.8 

  
Middle Important 

10 24.4 

  
2nd Important 

16 39.0 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
As what made them shop at Norrgavel, there were 0 respondents ranked ‘Furniture 
can actually be used in everyday life comfortably’ as their most important factor, 
3 respondents as the second most important, 
12 respondents as the middle important, 
14 respondents as less important, 
and 12 respondents as the least important.  
                  Table 16: Actual Used 

  Frequency Percent 
Least Important 12 29.3 
  
Less Important 

14 34.1 

  
Middle Important 

12 29.3 

  
2nd Important 

3 7.3 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
The first priority of attribute is the ‘Design.’ This is Norrgavel’s uniqueness 
Scandinavian design of furniture, where 95 percent of its target consumers ranked this 
attribute as their first factor that made them want to shop at Norrgavel. And this was 
despite how much concerns they were about environmental friendliness. As it is 
shown below (Chart9) that there was only 7 percent of who were very concerned 
about environmental friendliness that ranked environmental friendly ‘Raw materials’ 
as their first priority of attribute. 
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Chart 9: Cross-Tabulation of those who were very concerned about environmental friendliness that 
ranked Raw materials as their most important attribute 
 
Whereas, there was 93 percent who were very concerned about environmental 
friendliness ranked ‘Design’ as the first priority of attribute (see Chart10 below). 
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Chart 10: Cross-Tabulation of those who were very concerned about environmental friendliness that 
ranked Design as their most important attribute 
 

The second attribute that Norrgavel’s target group had ranked was the ‘Raw 
materials,’ where these raw materials that Norrgavel uses are safe to the environment. 
There was approximately 54 percent that made this choice. This is also supported by 
the fact that all of its target consumers were concerned about environmental 
friendliness. There was 46 percent of those who were very concern about environment 
and 70 percent of those who were little concerned about environmental ranked ‘raw 
materials’ as the second attribute when they shop or want to shop from Norrgavel (see 
Chart11 and 12 below). This type of environmental friendly raw materials such as 
wood have special feature that it changes color over the year. It also extracts and 
expands when the weather changes during each season of the year. This connects with 
the first attribute of the uniqueness design of Norrgavel’s furniture. 
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Chart 11: Cross-Tabulation of those who were little concerned about environmental friendliness that 
ranked Raw material as their second most important attribute 
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Chart 12: Cross-Tabulation of those who were very concerned about environmental friendliness that 
ranked Raw material as their second most important attribute 
 
 
The third priority of attribute is the ‘Actual used.’ This is the Instinctive marketing of 
Norrgavel, where it produces furniture that is not only good looking, but also can 
actually be used in everyday life comfortably. There were approximately 30 percent 
of Norrgavel’s target consumers who had ranked this attribute as their third choice. 
This means that they concerned this attribute more than ‘Label/Certificate’ and 
‘Lifespan.’ 
 
Hence, the forth priority of attribute is the ‘Label/Certificate.’ This is the label and 
certificate of Miljömärket, the Nordic white swan representing environmental friendly 
products. There was approximately 37 percent who ranked this as the forth factor that 
was important to them when they shop or want to shop at Norrgavel stores. Although, 
all of its target consumers concerned about environmental friendliness, but most had 
ranked design and the actual used (instinctive marketing) over this attribute. They 
perceived this attribute as less important. However, they might not rank this attribute 
as its first priority of important, but they had ranked environmental friendly raw 
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materials as their second choice, because it somehow relates with the design factor, 
which is their first rank. 
 
And the last and the least important attribute to Norrgavel’s target group is the 
‘Durable/Lifespan’ of its furniture produced. These furniture are strong and could be 
used and last for hundreds of years. It could be passed on from one generation to 
another, which in turn leads to less consumption, less used of natural resources 
(timber), and less wastes. However, this target group did not see the important of this 
factor at all. Rather, they had ranked it as the least important one, where there were 
only 27 percent. A ranking of these attributes are summarized in the Table36 below.  
 

Table 36: Rank of product attributes that was important to Norrgavel’s target consumers. 

Rank Attribute Percentage 

1st Design - Unique Scandinavian design 95 

2nd 
Raw materials - Woods used to produce furniture are safe to the 
environment. 54 

3rd Actual used - Furniture can be used in everyday life comfortably 30 

4th Label/Certificate - Norrgavel has Miljömärket, label of the white swan 37 

5th Durable/Lifespan - Strong furniture that would last for hundreds of years 27 

 
 
Questions 9: Is there any other factors that makes you shop here at Norrgavel? 
Other factors that made them shop at Norrgavel were; 
Handcraft/Handmade answered by 4 respondents, 
Service answered by 4 respondents, 
and Swedish Designer answered by 3 respondents, 
                   Table 17: Other Factors 

  Frequency Percent 
  Handcraft 4 9.8 
  Service 4 9.8 
  Swedish 

Designer 
3 7.3 

  Total 41 100.0 
 
Moreover, some of its target group mentioned that apart from those five attribute 
above, there were a few more factors that made them shop or want to shop at 
Norrgavel. They were ‘Handcraft or handmade’ furniture that Norrgavel produces, 
unlike the mass production of furniture that its competitors offer. Another factor is the 
‘Service’ given by the company and its staffs. And the last factor is Nirvan Richter, 
the one who started Norrgavel and the only ‘Designer’ of Norrgavel furniture. These 
were the other three factors that made Norrgavel’s target group considering buying 
furniture from it in the future (see Chart13 below) 
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Chart 13: Cross-Tabulation of the other important attributes to those who considered buying in the 
future 
 

PRICE 

Question 10: What do you think about the price, if you take those factors from 
question no. 8 and 9? 
If they take those factors from question 8 and 9 into consideration, here is what they 
thought about the price of Norrgavel: 
21 respondents though that it is very expensive, 
19 respondents though that it is kind of expensive, 
0 respondents though that it is not really expensive, 
0 respondents though that it is very cheap, 
and 1 respondent did not know or had no opinion, because she did not look at the 
price tag. 
                    Table 18: Price 

  Frequency Percent 
No Opinion 1 2.4 
  
Kind of Expensive 

19 46.3 

  
Very Expensive 

21 51.2 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
Between the two extreme of price as expensive and cheap, nearly 98 percent of 
Norrgavel’s target group thought that its products were in the expensive extreme. Half 
of this group thought that its products were very expensive (see Chart14 below). They 
still thought of it this way, even though those attributes mentioned above were 
compared and taken into their consideration, such as unique design, environmental 
friendly raw materials, etc.  
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Chart 14: Percentage of how target consumers think of Norrgavel’s Price 
 

 

Although, 63 percent of those who had purchased from Norrgavel before thought that 
its products were very expensive, still they were willing to exchange this amount of 
money in their bank account for it when they compare with those attributes above (see 
Chart15 below).  

Very Expensive

63% Kind of 

Expensive

37%

 
Chart 15: Cross-Tabulation of those who had purchased from Norrgavel before thought about the Price 
 
Moreover, nearly half of those who would buy from Norrgavel in the future thought 
that its products were very expensive, and another half thought that they were kind of 
expensive (see Chart16 below). This all means that although Norrgavel’s target 
consumers felt that its products were in the expensive extreme, still they were willing 
to pay for it when compared with the attributes that were important to them, which 
was mentioned above, such as good design, environmental raw materials, etc.  
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Chart 16: Cross-Tabulation of those who considered purchasing from Norrgavel in the future thought 
about the Price 
 
Now in the aspect of environmental friendliness, 27 percent of those who ranked 
environmental friendly raw material as the most and the second most important 
thought that the price was very expensive, whereas 32 percent thought that it was kind 
of expensive (see Chart17 below). This means that in the target consumers’ 
perspective, when taken into consideration of the attribute that raw materials used are 
safe to the environment, 60 percent of them still thought that it was expensive.  

Very Expensive

27%

 Kind of 

Expensive

32%

 Others

41%
 

Chart 17: Cross-Tabulation of those who ranked raw materials as the most and second most important 
though about the price 
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PROMOTION 

Question 11: How did you know about Norrgavel? (You can choose more than 1 
answer) 
Below is how they know about Norrgavel: 
10 respondents by walking-in the store and talked to the staffs, 
                    Table 19: Walk-In 

  Frequency Percent 
Yes 10 24.4 
  
No 

31 75.6 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
 
24 respondents through word-of-mouth that was told by a friend or family, 
                    Table 20: Word-of-Mouth 

  Frequency Percent 
Yes 24 58.5 
  
No 

17 41.5 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
 
1 respondent through TV or radio advertisement, 
                    Table 21: TV/Radio 

  Frequency Percent 
Yes 1 2.4 
  
No 

40 97.6 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
 
19 respondents through magazine, direct mail, catalog, billboard, or internet, 
                       Table 22: Magazine 

  Frequency Percent 
Yes 19 46.3 
  
No 

22 53.7 

  
Total 

41 100.0 
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14 respondents through newspaper or news on TV and radio, 
                     Table 23: Newspaper 

  Frequency Percent 
Yes 14 34.1 
  
No 

27 65.9 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
 
0 respondents through sponsorship to UNICEF, 
                     Table 24: Sponsorship 

  Frequency Percent 
No 41 100.0 

 
 
0 respondents through trade shows or exhibitions, 
                       Table 25: Trade Show 

  Frequency Percent 
No 41 100.0 

 
 
and 0 respondents though any other ways. 
                   Table 26: Others 

  Frequency Percent 
No 41 100.0 

 
Based on the data collection from questionnaire, most of Norrgavel’s target 
consumers knew about the company through ‘Word-of-mouth.’ They were told about 
the store by a friend or family. Nearly 60 percent of them knew about Norrgavel 
through this type of promotional mix (see Chart18 below). 
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Chart 18: Percentage of target group who knew Norrgavel through word-of-mouth 
 
How they knew about Norrgavel as the second method is thorough a well-know 
architecture ‘Magazine’, called El magazine and ‘Direct mail through internet,’ which 
is 46 percent (see Chart19 below). This might be explained by the fact that the second 
largest professions of its target consumers were an Architect, Graphic designer, and 
Interior designer (see Chart20 below). Those target groups who were in IT field and a 
teacher or professor were also in the group who knew Norrgavel through this print 
media the most. Hence, advertising through a print media; a well-know architecture 
magazine and a direct e-mail was the second most effective way to reach its target 
group. 
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Chart 19: Percentage of target group who knew Norrgavel through magazine and direct e-mail 
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Chart 20: Cross-Tabulation of Architect, Graphic designer, and Interior designer who knew Norrgavel 
through magazine and direct e-mail 
  
‘Newspaper’ comes as the third way of how Norrgavel’s target group knew about the 
company. Approximately 34 percent of them knew about the company through this 
type of print media (see Chart21 below). 
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Chart 21: Percentage of target group who knew Norrgavel through newpaper 
 
  
The forth way of how Norrgavel’s target group knew about it is by ‘Walking-in.’ 
Approximately 24 percent of them knew about Norrgavel by walking into the store 
and also got to talk to its staffs (see Chart22 below). As all of the sales and messages 
the company would like to send across to its target consumers are communicated 
through face-to-face communication.  
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Chart 22: Percentage of target group who knew Norrgavel through newpaper 
 
 
Unfortunately, there was only two percent of Norrgavel’s target group who knew 
about it through TV or radio advertisements. Moreover, none of them knew about it 
through trade shows/exhibition that it attends every year in the national furniture trade 
show in Stockholm. And none of them knew about Norrgavel through UNICEF, since 
it also sponsors to this non-profit organization. Lastly, there was no any other ways 
that they knew Norrgavel from. 
 
The most effective way to reach to Norrgavel’s target group is through ‘word-of-
mouth’ as the first, ‘magazine and direct e-mail’ as the second, ‘newspaper’ and 
‘walking-in’ as the third and forth one, respectively. TV or radio advertisements, 
sponsorship to UNICEF, and trade show or exhibition are not at all the effective way 
to let the target group know about the company. These media are summarized in the 
Table37 below. 
 

Table 37: Rank of media that target group knew about Norrgavel from 

Rank Media Percentage 

1 Word-of-Mouth 60 

2 Magazine and Direct e-mail 46 

3 Newspaper 34 

4 Walking-In 24 

5 TV/Radio Advertisement 2 

6 Trade show/Exhibition 0 

7 Sponsorship to UNICEF 0 

8 Other media 0 
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Question 12: Based on your answer on No. 11, What did you learn about Norrgavel? 
(You can choose more than 1 answer) 
Based on their answer on question 11, what they had learnt about Norrgavel was: 
32 respondents had learnt that Norrgavel uses woods and raw materials that are safe to 
the environment, 
 Table 27: Environmental friendly Wood and Raw Materials 

  Frequency Percent 
Yes 32 78.0 
  
No 

9 22.0 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
 
 
22 respondents had learnt that Norrgavel has Miljömärket, the white swan label 

/certificate  
                    Table 28: Label/Certificate 

  Frequency Percent 
Yes 22 53.7 
  
No 

19 46.3 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
 
31 respondents had learnt that Norrgavel sells uniqueness of Scandinavian design of 
furniture, 
                    Table 29: Scandinavian Design 

  Frequency Percent 
Yes 31 75.6 
  
No 

10 24.4 

  
Total 

41 100.0 
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17 respondents had learnt that Norrgavel sells strong furniture that are durable and has 
a lifespan of 100 of years, 
                  Table 30: Lifespan 

  Frequency Percent 
Yes 17 41.5 
  
No 

24 58.5 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
 
and 10 respondents had learnt that Norrgavel sells furniture that actually can be used 
in everyday life comfortably.  
                    Table 31: Actual Used 

  Frequency Percent 
Yes 10 24.4 
  
No 

31 75.6 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
After knowing how its target group knew about Norrgavel, this section will discuss 
what they had learnt about the company through those media. It is to analyze whether 
those media communicate the attributes of the company’s products that are important 
to the target group. 
 
Starting with the most important attribute to the target group, the ‘Design.’ Through 
those media mentioned (word-of-mouth, magazine and direct e-mail, newspaper, and 
walking-in), approximately 76 percent learnt that Norrgavel offers unique 
Scandinavian design of furniture, which is the most important attribute that made 
them shop or want to shop from Norrgavel (see Chart23 below). 
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Chart 23: Percentage of target group who had learnt about the attribute of Scandinavian design from 
the media 
 
Then, the second most important attribute to them was the ‘Raw materials.’ Through 
those media, 78 percent had learnt that Norrgavel uses woods and raw materials that 
are safe to the environment, which was the second most important attribute that made 
them shop or want to shop from Norrgavel (see Chart24 below). 
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Chart 24: Percentage of target group who had learnt about the attribute of Environmental friendly 
woods and raw materials from the media 
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The third most important attribute to them was the ‘Actual used.’ Through those 
media, only 24 percent had learnt that Norrgavel sells furniture that actually could be 
used in everyday life comfortably, which was the third most important attribute that 
made them shop or want to shop from Norrgavel (see Chart25 below). 

Actual Used

75.6%

24.4%

No

Yes

 
Chart 25: Percentage of target group who had learnt about the attribute of Actual used from the media 
 

  
The forth most important attribute to them was the ‘Label/Certificate.’ Through those 
media, approximately 54 percent had learnt that Norrgavel has Miljömärket, the white 

swan label /certificate , which was the fourth most important attribute that made 
them shop or want to shop from Norrgavel (see Chart26 below). 
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Chart 26: Percentage of target group who had learnt about the attribute of Label/Certificate from the 
media 
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And the least important attribute to them was the ‘Lifespan.’ Through those media, 
approximately 42 percent had learnt that Norrgavel sells strong furniture that are 
durable and has a lifespan of hundreds of years, which was the least important 
attribute that made them shop or want to shop from Norrgavel (see Chart27 below). 

Lifespan

58.5%

41.5%

No

Yes

 
Chart 27: Percentage of target group who had learnt about the attribute of Lifespan from the media 
 
Through its promotional mix, Norrgavel had covered all of the five most important 
attributes that made their target consumers shop or want to shop from its stores. 
Although, those media were used to communicate less important attributes to its target 
consumers in some cases. For example, the media were used to send out messages 
about the ‘label/certificate’ more than the ‘actual used,’ when the ‘label’ was less 
important to the target consumers. 
 
 

PLACE 

Question13: Norrgavel delivers straight from the manufacturer to your home by 
trucks. This uses less petroleum, and in turns pollutes less to the environment. How 
important is this to you? 
Below is how important the respondents thought about this: 
20 respondents thought that it was very important to them, 
21 respondents thought that it was only a little important to them, 
0 respondents thought that it does not matter to them really, 
and 0 respondents thought that they do not care about this process at all. 
                  Table 32: Delivery from Manufacturer to Home 

  Frequency Percent 
Little Important 21 51.2 
  
Very Important 

20 48.8 

  
Total 

41 100.0 
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The fact that Norrgavel normally delivers its furniture straight from the manufacturer 
to its customers’ homes by truck, this in turns uses less petroleum and pollute less 
emission to the environment. Between the two extremes of how this is important or 
not important to its target group, all of them thought that this was in the important 
extreme. No one thought that this was in the un-important extreme. And among these 
target consumers who thought that this issue was in the important extreme, nearly 50 
percent thought that this issue was actually very important and another 50 percent 
thought that it was little important to them (see Chart28 below). Still, all of them 
thought that it was important. 

 

Deliver Manu-Home
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Chart 28: Percentage of how the target group thought about delivering straight from manufacturer to 
their home  
 
 

This could also be explained by the fact mentioned earlier that all of Norrgavel’s 
target consumers have the same opinion and interest of being an environmental 
friendly conscious (see Chart29 below).  
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Chart 29: Percentage of consumers who were concerned about environmental friendliness 
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Furthermore, over 60 percent did not mind of having to wait six to eight weeks for its 
furniture ordered to be delivered to their homes, as long as it delivers to their homes. 
Less than 10 percent prefer to have the furniture they want inside the shop at the time 
of buying, and would rather take it home themselves. And lastly, approximately 27 
percent prefer something else; it depends on the size of the furniture (see Chart30 
below). If it is too big to fit into their bags, bikes, or cars, then they prefer to have it 
delivered, even if they have to wait six to eight weeks. 

Furniture Delivery

26.8%

63.4%

9.8%

Prefer something els

Prefer to wait

Take-home Myself

 
Chart 30: Percentage of how target consumer felt about furniture delivery 
 
 
Hence, it can be said that since all of Norrgavel’s target consumers were 
environmental friendly conscious, it was important to them that the delivery process 
uses less petroleum and pollutes less emission to the environment, despite having to 
wait six to eight weeks for the delivery.  
 
 
Question 14: How do you feel about furniture delivery?  (please, choose only 1 
answer) 
Below is how the respondents felt about the furniture delivery: 
4 respondents prefer to have furniture ready in the shop, and they would take them 
home themselves, 
26 respondents did not mind having to wait six to eight weeks, as long as it delivers to 
their homes, 
And 11 respondents prefer something else, which is depending on the size of the 
furniture. If it is large and they could not take home themselves, then they would not 
mind waiting. Otherwise, they would rather take home themselves, and not having to 
wait.  
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                 Table 33: Furniture Delivery types 

  Frequency Percent 
Take-home Myself 4 9.8 
  
Prefer to wait 

26 63.4 

  
Prefer something else 

11 26.8 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
 

4.2.3 POSITION 

Question 15: How much would it affect your buying decision, if Norrgavel promotes 
itself to sell environmental friendly furniture? 
If Norrgavel promotes itself to sell environmental friendly furniture, how much would 
this affect their buying decision is presented below: 
9 respondents would definitely buy from Norrgavel, when they need to buy new 
furniture, 
29 respondents would still compare with other factors, such as design, price, or 
delivery time, 
3 respondents answered that other factors such as design, price, or delivery time 
would be their first priority of buying furniture form Norrgavel,  
And 0 respondents answered that it would not affect their buying decision at all. 
 Table 34: Buying-decision, if environmental friendliness is promoted 

  Frequency Percent 
Other factors will be priority 3 7.3 

  
Still Compare w/ other 
factors 

29 70.7 

  
Definitely Buy it 

9 22.0 

  
Total 

41 100.0 

 
After finding out the perception of Norrgavel’s target consumers. Now it comes to the 
most important part of the analysis that could help answering the problem statement 
of this research. If Norrgavel promotes itself as an environmental friendly furniture 
company by selling environmental friendly furniture, how this would affect its target 
consumers’ buying decision is discussed below; 
 
Approximately 70 percent of them would still compare it with other attributes of 
Norrgavel’s marketing mix offer, such as design, raw materials, actual used of 
furniture, label/certificate, lifespan, price, and delivery time. 22 percent would 
definitely buy from Norrgavel, when they need to buy a new piece of furniture 
because of this reason. And only 7 percent would look at the other attributes 
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mentioned as their first priority when they want to buy from Norrgavel (see Chart31 
below). 

Buying Decision if Env is promoted

22.0%

70.7%

7.3%

Definitely Buy it

Still Compare w/ oth

Other factors will b

 
Chart 31: Percentage of how target consumer felt about furniture delivery 
 
 
And among those target consumers who still would compare with other factors, 
approximately 60 percent of them were very concerned about environmental 
friendliness (see Chart32 below), whereas only 40 percent were little concerned about 
it (again, none of Norrgavel’s target consumers were not concerned about 
environmental friendliness). By cross-tabulation between these two areas, it can be 
concluded that it does not matter much about how much they were concerned toward 
environmental friendliness. They still would compare it with other factors, such as 
design, price, or delivery time.  
 

Among those who still compared with other factors

Little Concern
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59%

 
Chart 32: Cross-Tabulation of those who still compared with other factors were little concerned or 
very concerned about environmental friendliness 
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 5. CONCLUSION & 

RECCOMMENDATION 
 Once the target group of Norrgavel became a customer, they all would 
come back and shop furniture from it again. And among those target consumers who 
had never purchased from Norrgavel before, most of them were considering 
purchasing from it in the future. Hence, the company should focus on the attributes 
that these groups thought were important to them. Then, the company would be able 
to retain its existing customers and gain new customers at the same time. This would 
lead to increase the sales of the company.   
 
 However, before looking at those attributes, knowing about its target 
group could be used to apply the right marketing strategy explicitly for them. Its target 
group is in the age of between 40 – 65 years. But according to the research, the age of 
30 - 39 should also be included. Half of them are male and another half is female. 
They have an upper income level and most of them work as professions such as 
teachers, professors, architects, graphic designers, interior designers, business owners 
and consultants. They live in the same county that Norrgavel stores are located. They 
are interested in furnishing their homes with high quality Scandinavian design 
furniture that is unique, at the same time not polluting to the earth, because they all 
are environmental friendly conscious.  
 
 When Norrgavel’s target consumers need to buy furniture, whether from 
the company or anywhere else, the attributes that attract them to buy the most is ‘good 
Design of the furniture.’ The second is ‘Company’s image,’ follow by ‘Price,’ ‘a 
Convenience place to shop’ and ‘Lots of advertisings and promotions,’ respectively. 
The company is unable to meet ‘Price’ and ‘Lots of advertisings and promotions’ 
attributes, but it is acceptable because these two attributes are not the most important 
ones to them. However, the company is able to meet with the demands of ‘good 
Design,’ ‘Company’s image,’ and ‘a Convenience place to shop,’ which are more 
important attributes to them. 
 
 Now, the five major attributes that made Norrgavel’s target consumers 
shop or want to shop from Norrgavel were ranked that a unique Scandinavian 
‘Design’ is the most important attribute to them. And this is with despite how much 
concerns they are about environmental friendliness. The second most important 
attribute to them is the environmental friendly ‘Raw materials.’ This is supported by 
the fact that all of its target consumers are concerned about environmental 
friendliness. They also concerned more about the ‘Actual used’ (the third important 
attribute), where furniture could actually be used in everyday life comfortably, when 
compared with ‘Label/Certificate’ (Miljömärket, the white swan) as the fourth 
attribute and ‘Lifespan’ of furniture as the least important attribute to them. Moreover, 
some of its target consumers had mentioned that ‘Handcraft,’ ‘Service,’ and the 
‘Swedish designer’ were also important to them.  
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 Due to this reason, Norrgavel should keep and focus its unique 
Scandinavian design as its core competence that differentiates itself from the others. 
And since the company has already combined the ‘Design’ and environmental 
friendly ‘Raw materials’ together, it should definitely promote this concept to their 
target consumers, because both attributes are very important to them. 
 

 When talking about price Norrgavel’s target consumers feel that its 
products are expensive, even though the company is able to meet those requirements 
that are important to them such as good design, environmental raw materials, etc. 
However, they are willing to pay for this price when they compared with these 
attributes. Therefore, the company should not lower its price when its target 
consumers are willing to pay for it, especially when the company promotes the feature 
of being environmental friendliness. That would only decrease the company’s 
margins. Moreover, the company could use this as a pricing strategy to position itself 
as a furniture company that offers higher quality furniture products made of 
environmental friendly raw materials, such as woods and timbers.  
 

 The most effective way to reach to Norrgavel’s target group is through a 
positive ‘Word-of-mouth’ that is spread by friends and family. El architecture 
‘Magazine’ and ‘Direct e-mail’ was the second most effective way, because lots of its 
target consumers are architects, graphic designers, and interior designers. 
‘Newspaper’ and ‘Walking-in’ are the third and forth effective media, respectively. 
TV or radio advertisements, sponsorship to UNICEF, and trade show or exhibition are 
not at all the effective way to let the target group know about the company. Due to 
this, the company should focus on word-of-mouth, architecture magazine, and direct 
e-mail when it promotes itself to be an environmental friendliness furniture company. 
Moreover, the company should put more emphasis on the attributes that are important 
to the target consumers accordingly to their perceptions through these promotional 
means.   

  
 Furthermore, when talking about delivery, since all of Norrgavel’s target 

consumers are environmental friendly conscious; it is important to them that the 
delivery process uses less petroleum and pollutes less emission to the environment, 
despite having to wait six to eight weeks for the delivery. It also depends on the size 
of furniture. If it is small and the customers could take home themselves, then they 
would prefer to do so. Therefore, the company should stock those small items of 
furniture within its store, so that the customers can buy and take them home right 
away on their own without having to wait, which could improve the sales. However, 
the customers do not mind waiting, if the furniture is too heavy or too bulk. This 
means that the company does not have to keep these big items as inventory. The 
company should also explain to its target consumers that by having to wait six to eight 
weeks, they are also helping the company to pollute less to the environment. 

 
Lastly, it does not matter much about how much they were concerned 

toward environmental friendliness. They still would compare it with other attributes, 
such as design, raw materials, price, delivery time, etc. Therefore, in conclusion, it is 
strongly recommended that Norrgavel in Sweden should definitely promote the 
environmental friendliness of its furniture products to its target consumers, in order to 
increase sales. At the same time, focusing on its design as its core competence and 
focusing on the other attributes that its target consumers think are important to them. 
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6. FURTHER RESEARCHES 
Since some of its target consumer mentioned about another three attributes 

that were important to them and that made them buy or want to buy from Norrgavel. 
These three were ‘Handcraft’ or handmade work, ‘Service’ provided by the company, 
and Nirvan Richter who is the only one ‘Designer’ of Norrgavel. Therefore, the 
further researches could be done on how much important these three attributes are to 
them. Especially, the handcraft and the designer which is something that the company 
already has at this point. But they would not be strength of the company, if its target 
consumers do not think that they are important to them. 
 
 Another research is to follow up the sales volume, if Norrgavel in 
Sweden decides to promote the environmental friendliness of its furniture products to 
its target consumers. This is a future number that cannot be justified at this point, 
unless the company promotes it. And when it does, monitoring of the sales volume 
could be done to indicate whether environmental friendliness of furniture could or 
could not help the company to increase its sales. If not, what has gone wrong or what 
needs to be improved for the company to increase its sales. 
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8. APPENDIXES 
 

APPENDIX I - OVERVIEW OF HOME FURNITURE 
MARKET  
 
 Thus, to gain a deeper understanding of home furniture market, it can be 
achieved by looking at the general overview of European home furniture market share 
and its economical performance towards to global economy.  
 

HOME FURNITURE IN EUROPE 
 In terms of home furnishings market segmentation, the leading revenue 
source for the European market in 2003 was the furniture sector, which accounted for 
70.3% of the market’s value. In value terms this sector was worth $99.24 billion in 
2003. The second largest sector, household textiles and soft furnishings accounted for 
a further 17.5% of the market’s value, as you can see it on the figure and table below 
(Datamonitor 2004). 
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 Based on the segment findings, home furniture has a larger share of the 
markets. As shown above, it holds 70.3% of the total; which gave us a lead to focus 
on our research on furniture market instead of textiles or carper/floor coverings which 
also fall under home furnishing segment. 
 
 Since 1999, the European home furnishings market has seen its share of 
the global market fall. The European home furnishings market reached a value of 
$141.25 billion in 2003, having grown with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) 
of 2.6% in the 1999-2003 periods, shown in the table and figure below (Datamonitor 
2004). 
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 This growth was slightly lower than that of the global market itself, 
leading to the European market’s global share to decrease by 1.6 percentage points 
between 1999 and 2003, accounting for 44.7% of the global market by the end of 
2003, as being seen it on the table and figure below. 
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 When looking at the market trends, the EU furniture industry recorded a 
decrease in its production value in 2003 compared with the previous year (-2.3%). 
The production value reached the value of 80.6 billion Euros. It is the second 
consecutive decline (-5% in volume). It is due to the stagnating demand in the 
majority of EU countries and to eroding exports to main traditional extra-EU markets. 
Almost all the major EU producing countries recorded negative trends in 2003. 
(U.E.A. 2004) 
 
 However, 2003-2008, the market was expected to experience steadily 
increasing growth rates. By 2008, the market is forecast to reach a value of $158.8 
billion, which equates to a CAGR of 2.4% in the 2003-2008 period, slightly below the 
global market rate of 2.9%, as you can see from the table and figure below 
(Datamonitor 2004). 
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FURNITURE SEGMENTS 
 The furniture industry can be broken down into different segments: 
Office furniture and Household furniture; serving two different consumer segment 
markets. In terms of consumer buying behavior, the nature of home furniture sector’s 
products are relatively expensive and infrequently purchased. Therefore, provides an 
area in which complex buying behavior is likely to take place. While office furniture 
products has shorter life; as the buyer are companies who have much more bargaining 
power over the sellers than individual consumer. Yet, the waste productions of old 
furniture that form both industry segments has impact on the environmental issues.  
Due to the complex buying behavior of home furniture market, the focus of this 
research will be concentrating on the household furniture market. 
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HOME FURNITURE IN SWEDEN 
 To narrow down the scope, the Swedish furniture industry market trends 
and forecast is now presented. According to Gobi International Market Forecast report 
(2007) conducted based on available data shows that the Swedish furniture markets 
holds, 2.3% of European market and 0.8% of total global market share as shown in 
Chart 1 and Chart 2 bellow. 
 

 
Chart 1: Home furniture market share of Sweden in Europe. 
 

 
Chart 2: Home furniture market share of Sweden in the world. 
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 In terms of Swedish furniture market overview, the figures indicate that 
there is an increase in revenue from 2005-2012 which accounts to 27.2% in total. 
(Gobi International 2007) as indicated in the Chart 3 bellow.  
 

 
 

 
Chart 3: Market overview forecasts of Swedish home furniture market.  
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APPENDIX II - INTERVIEW QUESTIONS – PROF. 
PETER DOBER  
Date: March 14, 2008 

 

 We were inspired by your lecture on sustainability and your article of 
‘Design, lifestyles and sustainability - Aesthetic consumption in a world of 
abundance,’ we are now doing our thesis on ‘Sustainability marketing on furniture 
industry.’ Is there anything you would like to recommend us? 
 
 We found out that there are furniture companies, for instance IKEA, that 
position themselves as social responsible corporate. Would you happen to know any 
furniture companies that are already apply sustainability concept, in terms of 
environmental friendly, not social responsibility?  
 
 Besides you, are there any other expertise in sustainability furniture that 
you would recommend us to talk to? 
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APPENDIX III - PROPOSAL to NORRGAVEL in 
VÄSTERÅS and INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 Our names are Pete Luangaramkul and Selam Belay. We currently are 
Master program students in International Marketing at Mälardalen University, 
Västerås. As part of our study program, we are writing a thesis as our final project. 
We have a great deal of interest in sustainable marketing, as environmental friendly 
issues are one of the main concerns of our society these days. We would like to learn 
more about the initiative that have been taken by expert companies who are providing 
ecological friendly furniture such as you, Norrgavel  AB. 
 
 At first stages of our investigation, your company was brought up to our 
attention by professor Dobers, who is an expert in sustainable development subject at 
Mälardalen University. After further investigations, we have learnt that Norrgavel, 
one of the companies here in Sweden that took initiatives in providing ecological 
friendly products way before time; making the company an expert and successful firm 
in the furniture market.     
 
 The purpose of our study is “to find out Norrgavel’s customer 
perceptions in Sweden toward furniture product and environmental friendliness, in 
order to compare and come up with recommendations”. To answer this purpose, we 
will be studying the marketing mix activities of Norrgavel. In order to achieve this, 
we would like to ask you as the expert in the field, some questions that are related to 
the marketing mix activities of the company. We also would like to find out some 
general information about your target customers that you are serving.  
 
 Lastly, we shall forward this thesis to you, once we have finished it, 
which would be approximately around the mid of June, 2008. We believe that our 
recommendations and suggestions of this thesis could be beneficial to you in your 
future marketing plans. 
 

Followings are our interview the questions:  
 
Interview Questions – Mrs. Katarina Fardig, Norrgavel, Västerås, on April 6, 2008 
 

Market Segments and Target Market 

• How would you segment your market?  Is it based on  
1..1. Age, sex, income, family size, religion 
1..2. Personality, activities, interests, 
1..3. Or by region urban, sub-urban, rural or population density? 

• Out of all these market segments, who are your main target groups? 
• Do you sell your furniture to offices, too, or you only sell to family 

households? Please, tell us why or why not?  
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Marketing Mix  

Products  
• How are your products different than other furniture companies?  
• Is it mainly because your furniture are environmental friendly? 
• How is it environmental friendly; made from recycled materials, or come from 

renewable or sustainable resources such as ecologically harvested timber, and 
other earth friendly ingredients? 

• What are the features/qualities of your furniture that would satisfy your target 
consumers, that your competitors cannot offer? 

• How do your consumers experience about environmental friendly furniture? 
• Have they ever come back and complaint or they are always satisfied with the 

features/quality? 
• How do you evaluate your consumers’ satisfactions? 
• Since Norrgavel’s furniture is environmental friendly, is the quality lower or 

designs are less modern than the competitors? 
 

Price 
• How will your price compare with your competitors?  
• If it’s more, why is it? 
• Is it because of higher cost of raw materials that are safe to the environment, 

or is it something else? 
• How much more are consumers willing to pay for your environmental friendly 

furniture, when compare with your competitors? 
• Do you think that your price is competitive, when compare with your 

competitors? 
• Do you feel that this current price of your furniture lead to a superior image of 

being an environmental friendly? Why or why not? 
• Do you feel that by lowering the price, it would make your consumers feel like 

they are buying lower quality environmental friendly furniture?  Or lowering 
the price would not cover the high costs of raw materials?  

• Is the customer price sensitive? Will a small decrease in price gain you extra 
market share?  
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Place 
• After Norrgavel finishes making each furniture, does it come straight to you, 

or it has to pass thorough some kinds of warehouses or wholesaler? Or does it 
being delivered to customers’ homes straight from manufacturer? 

• By using trucks to transport your furniture, are these trucks some kinds of 
special trucks that pollute less CO2 emission?    

• Are all the stores alike, in terms of setting, layout, and displays? Dose it lead 
to make your target consumers think that the stores are selling environmental 
friendly furniture? Please, tell us why or why not?   

• How and where do buyers look for your products? Are they any more choices 
of making furniture available for segment markets? Internets, or catalogue? 
Are there any certain characters and attractions that most of your stores have 
for this part of marketing strategy? 
 

Promotion  
• What kind of promotional methods do you use to reach your target segments? 

Please answer accordingly to below.  
• Trade Show: Do you attend any kinds of furniture exhibition or trade show? 

And what are your reasons for attending it? Is it because you want people to 
know about your environmental friendly products offering? 

• Personal Selling; a face-to-face interaction between company’s salespersons 
and its consumers.  Do you use or focus on this type of selling? Please, tell us 
why. 

• Public Relation: do you use some kinds of public relation to promote your 
company’s offering about environmental friendly furniture? For example, 
using newspaper, furniture magazine, attending green peace organizations, etc.  

• Advertising: do you use some kinds of advertisings to let your target 
consumers know about your environmental friendly furniture store? For 
example, TV, radio, magazine, billboard, mail, etc. 

• Sales promotion: do you give away some kind of discounts to consumers, and 
why? Is it because you want your target consumers to try buying some of your 
environmental friendly products? What about Sponsorship, do you sponsor 
schools or those non-profit organizations like green peace? 

• Which are the most effective ways and please tell us why it is so? 
• Is there any other information or suggestions that we missed or did not ask, 

and you would like to add for us, please? 
 

Positioning 
• By using your marketing strategy, how would you like your target consumers 

to think about your company now and in the near future? 
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APPENDIX IV- PROPOSAL to THE HEAD-
QUARTER of NORRGAVEL in MALMÖ and 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 Our names are Pete Luangaramkul and Selam Belay. We are 
international students from Thailand and UK, currently studying a Master program in 
International Marketing at Mälardalen University, Västerås. As part of our study 
program, we are writing a thesis as our final project. We are writing our thesis on your 
company, because you produce and sales environmental friendly furniture, which is 
the topic of our research.  
 
 We have done an interview with Mrs. Katarina Fardig, the owner of 
Norrgavel, Västerås branch on April 6, 2008. We will also interview with your 
customers who come out from the store in the Stockholm branch on April 17, 2008, 
with of course the permission of Mr. Per, the Store Manager of that branch.  
 
 However, we need one more piece of information from your customers 
that have bought products from you before, so that we could use it to do a good 
analysis of your company on our thesis. We were referred by Mr. Per, the Store 
Manager of Stockholm branch, to contact you for your permission. Therefore, we ask 
you to please send out this questionnaire to 384 of your old customers via e-mail. 
Having them back for us before April 21, 2008 would be much appreciated.   
 
 Lastly, we shall forward this thesis to you, once we have finished it, 
which would be approximately around the mid of June, 2008. We believe that our 
recommendations and suggestions of this thesis could be beneficial to you in your 
future marketing plans. And below is the questionnaire: 
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APPENDIX V; DENIED LETTER of DISTRIBUTING 
QUESTIONNAIRES from NORRGAVEL 
 
May 21, 2008 
 
 
 First of all I'm very happy that you are interested in our company and in 
environmental friendly furniture! I have understood by your mail that you have also 
been in contact with 2 of our stores where you have been able to interview Norrgavel; 
an owner as well as customers.  
 
 I cannot, however, send your questionnaries to our customers. First of 
all, all customers in Norrgavel;our register have filled in what type of information 
they want and I myself is very prudent not to send information that is not really 
relevant for us to communicate and certainly not information that they have not asked 
for. The system is not either made for doing this type of mailings. I hope this is OK 
for you and that you can finish your thesis anyway with the information already 
collected. 
 
 
Best Regards, 
 
Åsa Sjöblad 
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APPENDIX VI; INTRODUCING ONESELF to 
RESPONDENTS during MALL INTERCEPTION 
 
 Good morning/good afternoon, sir/mrs. My name is Pete. I am an 
international student from Thailand, currently studying a Master Program in 
Mälardalen University in Västerås. I am writing a thesis on what customers think 
about Norrgavel. Could I have a few minutes of your time to answer a few of my 
questions, so that it could help me writing my master thesis. 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX VII – OPENING HOURS and 
LOCATION of NORRGAVEL in STOCKHOLM 
 

 
(Norrgavel, 2008) 
 
Location:    Birger Jarlsgatan 27, Stockholm, Sweden 
 
 
Opening Hour:  Weekdays  10am – 6pm 
   Saturday     10am – 4pm 
   Sunday 12pm – 4pm  
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APPENDIX VIII – SPSS OUTPUT TABLES 
FREQUENCY TABLES USED in FINDINGS 
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CROSS-TABULATION TABLES USED in FINDINGS 
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